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Abstract 

Th is report describes an experimental and numerical study into the physical properties of the 
free, turbulent, two-phase steam jet in air. Experiments were performed in which the 
temperature, velocity, and droplet size in the jet were measured. These measurements were 
carried out with different nozzle diameters and different initia! velocities. lt was investigated 
to what extent the sealing and similarity properties of one-phase jets are still valid for the two
phase jet. It is found that the temperature in the two-phase jet is significantly higher than in 
the one-phase jet, due totherelease of latent heat during condensation ofthe droplets. It turns 
out that the magnitude of this temperature increase depends on the average velocity at the 
nozzle exit. 

Besides the experimental work, a numerical model has been developed with which this 
complex flow can be simulated. The numerical results are compared with semi-analytica! 
expressions and experimental results. With this model, that fully describes the condensing 
steam jet in air, promising results were obtained. For the first time, the increase incenterline 
temperature due todroplet condensation was successfully predicted. 
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1 Introduetion 

This graduation project has been carried out at Philips' Personal Care Institute (PCI). PCI is a 
division of Philips Research in Eindhoven and is engaged in research for personal care 
products like shavers, hairdryers and electrical toothbrushes. In this context Philips is 
interested in the effect of a facial sauna on the skin. A facial sauna is a device that produces 
hot steam, which is issued into the ambient air through a small opening, the nozzle. The effect 
of such a device on the facial skin depends on the physical properties, such as temperature, 
humidity, and droplet size, of the flow near the skin. So, to evaluate the performance of a 
facial sauna, one has to understand the physical phenomena in the flow. Therefore the 
purpose of this project is to describe and explain the physical processes in the flow produced 
by a facial sauna. 

The spray produced by a facial sauna is aso-called turbulent jet, with two components (water 
and air) and two phases (water vapour and water droplets). This means that the flow is very 
complex, and that the equations that describe the flow cannot he solved analytically. Besides 
that, it is convenient to be able to vary the geometry and the boundary conditions easily. 
Therefore the approach of this project was to develop a numerical model of the flow, and to 
perfarm experiments to characterize the flow and validate the numerical model. This project 
is the continuatien of an earlier study by Koster [1] , in which a set-up was made for the 
numerical model and in which preliminary experiments were done. 

The structure ofthis thesis is as follows: 

In Chapter 2 first the fluid dynamics of turbulent jets will be explained. For a turbulent jet 
with one phase, semi-analytica! expressions for the temperature, velocity, and concentration 
distribution can be derived under the assumption that the (nondimensionalized) flow is 
dynamically similar at various distances from the nozzle. lt turns out that these distributions 
have a universa! (dimensionless) form, and that important sealing parameters are the diameter 
of the nozzle and the initia! (i.e. at the nozzle) temperature, speed, and concentration. 
However, in this study dropiets are present in the flow, which means it is a two-phase 
turbulent jet. The effects of these dropiets on the flow parameters wi 11 be discussed, as well as 
a literature survey on turbulent jets with condensing droplets. Finally, buoyancy effects are 
discussed. 

In Chapter 3 the experiments performed during th is project wi 11 be presented. In these 
experiments the temperature, velocity, and droplet size in the jet were determined under 
different circumstances: in one series of measurements the mass flow was held constant with 
different nozzle diameters, in the second series a constant nozzle diameter was used while the 
initia! velocity was varied. lt is checked whether the similarity relations deduced inchapter 2 
still hold and the differences with a one-phase jet are investigated. Furthermore, the influence 
of buoyancy is investigated. 

Chapter 4 deals with the numerical model developed during this project. First, the numerical 
methad will be explained, foliowed by a literature survey on the rnadelling of two-phase 
turbulent jets. Then the results for a one-phase jet with a varying nozzle diameter and initia) 
velocity are given. These numerical resu lts are compared with the analytica) salution for a 
one-phase jet. Finally dropiets will be incorporated in the model to obtain the complete 
simuiatien of the two-phase jet. The effect of the dropiets on the numerical solution wiJl be 
stuclied and compared with the effects observed in the experiments. 

In Chapter 5 the results and conclusions ofthis report will be summarized. 
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Chapter 2: Turbulent jets 

2 Turbulent jets 
The flow studied during this project is a two-phase turbulent jet. In this chapter first semi
analytica! expressions for velocity, temperature, and concentration distribution in a one-phase 
jet will be derived. These relations will be used later as a reference for the experimental and 
numerical results. Then the influence of condensing dropiets and buoyancy will be discussed. 

2.1 Introduetion 

A jet is a souree of mass, momentum, and energy in a fluid reservoir, caused by a pressure 
drop through a nozzle. A submerged jet is a jet of fluid into a quiescent reservoir, and if the 
jet is nat restricted by physical boundaries it is called a free jet. The Reynolds number of the 
jet is given by pU0DIJ.L , where p is the density, Uo is the initia! velocity, D is the nozzle 
diameter, and f.L is the viscosity. A round jet is fully turbulent if Re> 3000, which means that 
the jets studied in this report are turbulent. 

---l-----oof 

I INITIAL 
r- LENGTH 

SHEAR 
LAYER 

-..--FULL Y DEVELOPED JET----

Figure 2.1: The submerged, turbulent, free jet and its axial velocity profiles at three axial stations. 

A submerged turbulent free jet, given in tigure 2.1, consists ofthree regions : the initia! region, 
the transition region, and the fully developed jet. In the initia! region the shear-free core flow, 
with velocity U0 , is gradually being 'eaten up' by the surrounding mixing layer, a turbulent 
shear layer. Although the flows in the initia! and transition region still bear the imprint of the 
nozzle details, at a eertaio point the flow becomes independent of the nozzle and is called 
self-preserving or fully developed. By combining this self-preservation with conservation of 
mass, momentum, and energy, the properties ofthe fully developedjet can be determined. 
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Chapter 2: Turbulent jets 

2.2 One-phase turbulent jets 

2.2.1 Fluid dynamics 

In jet analysis often the following assumptions are made: 

the jet is homogeneaus and Newtonian. However, the fluid may carry heat or 
chemica) species; 
the fluid is incompressible. This implies that the Mach number is smaller than 1. 
Moreover, it is assumed that density variations due to temperature and concentration 
differences are sufficiently small; 
the static pressure in the reservoir is uniform, apart from the jet itself, and no other 
forces are present. 

Th is means that the jet is simplified considerably with respect to the real two-phase steam jet: 
apart from the presence of dropiets in the flow, in the real jet also density variations occur due 
to temperature and concentration differences, and gravity will result in buoyancy effects. 
However, for now the simplified one-phase jet is considered. 

Consider the submerged jet in figure 2.2. Mass, momentum, and energy enter the control 
volume through the nozzle with area Ao , by means of a fluid at velocity u0 and species 
concentration L1T11 • The species L1T might represent the concentratien of different species (in 
partsper unit volume) or temperature difference ofthe fluid . 

Figure 2.2: The turbulentjet issuing into a quiescent fluid reservoir. 

Under the assumptions given above, application of the conservation laws to the non
deformabie control volume leads to [2] : 

con servation of mass: 

con servation of species: 

conservation of momentum: 

tl.T0 u0 A0 = fó.TudA 
A 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 
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Here, dA is an area element on the right-hand side of the control surface, andA,. is the area of 
one lateral side of the control surface. Ve is the velocity with which flow passes through the 
lateral si des of the control surface and is entrained in the jet. Cernparing (2 .1) and (2.3), it can 
be seen that this entraioment must exist: otherwise these equations would describe a non
dispersing jet with a constant velocity uo, which is of course not the real situation. Equation 
(2.3) states that the axial momenturn of a jet is conservedeven if the jet disperses. Th is is one 
ofthe most powerful conceptsin jet analysis. 

Since the jet develops free of externally applied constraints, it is reasonable to believe that at 
some distance from the nozzle the jet becomes self-preserving. This means that the flows at 
various axial distances are dynamically similar if nondimensionalized by local time and 
length scales. By determining these scales the properties of the jet can be determined. 

Assuming self-preservation, one can write the following equation for the ratio of axial 
velocity u(x,r) and the axial velocity on the axis, the centerline axial velocity u111 (x): 

ulum= f (rlx) (2.4) 

Th is re lation states that the nondimensionalized velocity profile at various distances from the 
nozzle is universa!. It also implies that the velocity half-width b, i.e. the r position where the 
velocity falls to one half of the centerline velocity, is positioned on a line rlx= const. This 
similarity equation has been established by a large number of experiments. By using (2.4), the 
momenturn equation (2.3) can be rewritten in the following form: 

00 ( )2 ( ) 2 2 u r r 2 
u 

111 
x J 27r - - d - = u0 A0 

0 U
111 

X X 
(2.5) 

The integral in this equation is a constant that depends on the shape of the velocity profile, i.e. 
f (rlx) in equation (2.4). Thus it fellows that 

u A 112 r 
_!!!_ =constant · - 0 

- =constant · _Q_ 
u0 x x 

(2 .6) 

where r0 is the radius ofthe nozzle. This relation states that the centerline velocity is inversely 
proportional to x. By using this relation it can be shown [2] that the species concentratien (and 
temperature) along the axis of a jet, ~Tm , is a lso inversely proportional to the axial di stance: 

IJ.T r 
-'-" =constant · _Q_ 
IJ.T0 x 

(2 .7) 

Again the value of the constant depends on the shape of the species concentratien (or 
tem perature) pro ft Ie . 

A number of approximate solutions for the equations of motion (and thus velocity profile) 
have been proposed [3 ,4]. These solutions are based on the boundary Jayer time-averaged 
Navier-Stokes equations. For an axisymmetric flow at constant pressure, these equations 
bec01ne [2]: 

(2.8) 
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where u and vare the axial and radial components ofthe time-averaged velocity, u ' and v ' the 
time dependent deviations from the averaged velocities, and v the kinematic viscosity. Since 
these equations are time-averaged, only the product of u ' and v' is present in (2.8). Now a 
model for the turbulent shear stress, u ' v ', must be developed. In Blevins [2] four different 
models of this stress are given. One of these is the eddy viscosity model, in which it is 
assumed that 

I I au 
uv=-&-ar (2.9) 

where E is the turbulent kinematic viscosity, given by 

& =X b (umax -Umin) (2.10) 

where X is a dimensionless constant, b the width of the shear layer, and (u",ux-u",;,J the velocity 
change over the shear layer. In this case b is the jet half-width, which is proportional to x 
(from (2.4)), and (u",ux-u",;,J=u",, the centerline axial velocity, which is inversely proportionaf 
to x (from (2.6)). Thus, it follows that &=&0 is a constant, independent of x and r. Substituting 
this in (2.8) and neglecting the kinematic viscosity v with respect to the turbulent kinematic 
viscosity Eo gives 

(2.11) 

from which the velocity profile can be calculated. The form ofthis profile is given in the next 
section. 

The species or temperature profile can also be calculated with the eddy viscosity model. lt can 
be shown that the species profile is a simple function ofthe axial velocity profile r;]: 

(2. 12) 

where &r is the coefficient of eddy diffusion for scalar (i .e. temperature, species 
concentration) transport. Thus, if the axial velocity profile is known for the jet, then the 
species profile can be calculated from (2.12) if the ratio EIET can be estimated. From 
experimental data it has been found that EIET ~ 1/1.4 for axisymmetric turbulent jets. Thus, the 
species profile is somewhat wider than the axial velocity profile. 
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Chapter 2: Turbulentjets 

2.2.2 Characteristics of the one-phase turbulent jet 

By combining the semi-analytica) relations with experimentally measured coefficients, the 
axial velocity and species (or temperature) distribution of the submerged turbulent jet can be 
calculated: 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

These equations imply that the velocity half-width b(x) equals 0.086x and that the species 
concentration half-width bLJ1{x) equals O.llx. The actual values of the constants in these 
equations [2] are not exact: reported experimental values for blx vary between 0.086 and 
0.096 [6], and for the value ofthe experimental factors 10 and 12 in (2.13) and (2.14) an 
uncertainty of 20% was found [7]. It should be noted that these relations apply only to the 
fully developed region, i.e. the axial distance must exceed the initia) length, which equals 
I Or11• Furthermore, the pole position, where x=O, may be slightly different from the position 
of the nozzle exit. 

The shape of the axial velocity distribution is shown in figure 2.3. The shape of the 
temperature and species distribution is the same, although the profile is somewhat broader. 

radial velocity 

half-width 
r=bx 

axis 

centerline velocity 

u(x) 

Î 

~x 

Figure 2.3: Radial and centerline profiles of the axial velocity distribution. The species (and temperature) 
distributions have the same shape, but have a larger half-width. 

From relations (2.13) and (2.14) several sealing properties can be derived. First, the 
centerline values of U 111 and 11T111 are proportional to r1/x and to the initia) velocity u0 or 
temperature !J.T0 respectively. Thus, ifturbulentjets with different nozzle diameters and initia) 
veloeities are studied, then a plot ofu11/u0 (or LJT,,/iJTo) versus xlro has a universa) shape, and 
a plot of u,/u111 (or iJT,/LJT,") versus xlr0 is a straight and universa( line. Furthermore, the 
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radial profiles of the temperature and velocity have a universa! shape. Th is means that a plot 
of ulum ( or LlTI LlT," ) versus r/x at various axial di stances in one jet has a universa! shape. 
Also, a plot of half-width b versus x is a straight line. lf jets with different r0 and u0 are 
compared, the ulum (or L1TIL1T,11 ) versus rlx profiles and the half-width plots should also 
coincide. The shape of the profiles can be checked by plotting (-ln(L1T/L1T,"))0

·
5 versus r/x, 

which should yield a straight, universa! line. These sealing relations for one-phase jets wil! be 
used to evaluate the experimental and numerical results in this study. 

2.3 Two-phase turbulent jets 

In genera!, two-phase turbulent jets include all jets with two phases, e.g. water jets with 
bubbles, air jets with solid particles, water jets with solid particles, etc. The flowconsidered 
in this study is also a two-phase jet: a gaseous mixture of air and water vapour with liquid 
water drop iets. Due to the dropiets in the flow a different situation arises than in the case of a 
one-phase turbulent jet. Water vapour in the jet will condense, thus causing the dropiets to 
grow. During this process latent heat is released which results in a higher temperature in the 
jet. Furthermore, the water vapour concentration in the jet wil! decrease due to the change of 
phase. 

Si nee the density of the jet is smaller than the density of the reservoir (p0 ;,:::; 1.13 kg/m3
, 

p,1emnr::: 0.6 kg/m3
), gravity will cause the jet to move upward. This buoyancy effect is 

discussed insection 2.5. The temperature and concentration variations will also cause density 
variations in the steam jet. As a result, the velocity distribution in the jet will be different 
from that in a one-phase jet, since in the derivation of the velocity distribution (in section 
2.2.1) incompressibi1ity was assumed. This effect of density variations on the velocity 
distri bution can be estimated qualitatively: in the real steam jet the densityat A and A.,. (figure 
2.2) is higher than the initia! density at A0. By rewriting equations (2.1) and (2.3) with the 
densities included, it can be shown that the constant in equation (2.6) will be a factor 
(pA/ PA.A.l 5 smaller than in the incompressible jet. Thus, this effect will cause the axial 
velocity in the steam jet to be smaller than in the incompressible jet. Furthermore, the 
presence of dropiets in the flow may have influence on the velocity distribution. 

The temperature increase due to droplet condensation has been reported by several 
researchers. Apparently the first data on this effect were reported by Hidy et al [8], who 
measured the water vapour concentration, temperature, and velocity distributions in the 
mixing zone of a glycerol vapour-air jet. Unfortunately, they did only few measurements in 
the transition and fully developed regions. Vatazhin et al. [9] investigated turbulent jets 
consisting of a gaseous phase (air and water vapour) and a condensed disperse phase (water 
droplets). They performed centerline temperature measurements under varying initia! jet 
temperatures and showed the temperature increase with respect to a non-condensing jet. 
However, no theoretica! analysis was given todetermine the magnitude ofthis increase. 

Strum et al. [I 0] examined condensing turbulent fog jets generated by issuing saturated water 
vapour-air mixtures at 63 and 85 oe into a room at ambient temperature. They concentrated 
on fog formation and only did measurements at axial distances below 50r11• They found that 
the magnitude of the temperature increase in the condensation regime was in excellent 
agreement with that predicted by incorporating a wet-bulb equation into a continuurn analysis 
of heat and mass transfer in the turbulent jet. 

In a recent study ofBaskaya et al. [11], the temperature distributions in condensing steam jets 
with initia! temperatures varying from 110 to 195 oe were investigated. Here, also 
measurements were performed in the fully developed region, and both the half-width 
spreading rates and centreline decay rates were reported . They found a smaller centerline 
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decay rate (and thus higher centerline temperature) and larger half-width spreading rates in· 
condensing jets as compared to non-condensing jets. However, the Reynolds number of the 
jets in this study was a factor of about 1 0 higher than that of the jets in the present study. Th is 
means that different effects play a role, as will beseen in the results . In a different study 02], 
Baskaya et al. also studied the velocity distribution in high Reynolds number steam jets. They 
found that the time-averaged veloeities in the fully developed flow were self-similar and that 
the steam-to-air jets behave in a very similar way to similar gas jets. 

As for numerical simulations of free, turbulent, two-phase jets, no study was found in which 
the complete flow and subsequent temperature increase due to droplet condensation is 
simulated. In chapter 4 a more comprehensive literature survey on the numerical simulation 
of turbulent two-phase jets wi 11 be given. 

2.4 Droplet condensation 

Due to mixing of saturated steam with relatively cool air, the temperature of the steam will 
decrease, which results in supersaturated steam, i.e. the amount of water in the vapour is 
higher than the saturated concentratien for that temperature. This supersaturated state will be 
cancelled out by condensation, which implies that small nuclei will start to grow to 
macroscopie droplets. How these nuclei are formed will not be considered in this study. As 
long as the vapour is in a supersaturated state, the droplet condensation will continue. 
However, mixing with dry surrounding air will continue until at some distance from the 
nozzle the steam is undersaturated. At this point, the droplet has reached its maximum size 
and wiJl start to evaporate. In the following, quantitative expressions will be given for the size 
and temperature of the droplets. 

Droplet size 

The driving force for mass transfer is the variation in concentratien at different locations in 
space. Mass will flow from locations with a high concentratien to places with a low 
concentration. This is called diffusion dominated mass transfer. At the surface of a water 
droplet the water vapour concentratien is equal to the saturated water vapour concentratien 
beienging to the droplet temperature. The water vapour concentratien in the flow depends on 
the flow parameters. If the flow is supersaturated, then the water vapour con centration in the 
flow is higher than that at the droplet surface which results in a mass flow from the vapour to 
the droplet, i.e. condensation . If the flow is undersaturated the water vapour concentratien in 
the flow is Iower than that at the droplet surface and evaporation will occur. For the temporal 
change in droplet size due to mass flow from or to a spherical droplet the following 
expression can be derived (for assumptions and other details see reference [13]) : 

dmcl _Nu . 2mdD. ( _ ) 
df - M R T p "''' p ••r 

l ' 111 

(2.14) 

where mc1 and r c1 are the mass and radius of the drop let, N uM is the Nusselt number for mass 
transfer, D is the diffusion coefficient, R,. is the specific gas constant of the vapour, and T," is 
an intermed iate between droplet and vapour tem perature. Now the direction of mass transfer 
is determined by the final term in this expression, where p., , and Pvr are the partial water 
vapour pressures in the flow and at the droplet surface respectively. From this equation, 
where the water vapour concentrat i ons are converted to part i al water vapour pressures, it can 
beseen that if p,., > p,." then the droplet mass will increase and vice versa. 
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[)ropletter.nperature 

In the case of condensation, the phase change of mass flowing from the vapour to the droplet 
will result in the release of latent heat to the droplet. Part of this heat flux will enter the 
droplet while the other part leaves the droplet due to heat conduction. In the wet-bulb 
approximation it is assumed that the amount of heat entering the droplet can be neglected, i.e. 
all released heat from condensation will leave the droplet by means of conduction, and vice 
versa in the case of evaporation. Using this wet-bulb approximation, it can be derived that 
[13]: 

(T _ T ) _ Nu M LD {p _ ) 
d oo - N ÀR T '"" p,,r 

UH V 111 

(2.15) 

where L is the latent heat, À. is the conductivity, Td and T.., are the droplet and flow 
temperature, and NuH is the Nusselt number for heat transfer. This equation shows that 
during condensation the droplet temperature is higher than the flow temperature, which it 
should be because during condensation heat conduction takes place from the droplet to the 
surrounding flow, as was argued above. Vice versa, during evaporation the droplet 
temperature is lower than the temperature ofthe surrounding flow. 

2.5 Buoyancy 

Since the density ofthe steam jet is smaller than that ofthe surrounding air, buoyancy effects 
will play a role. Initially the momenturn of the inclined buoyant jet (see tigure 2.4) is 
imparted by the nozzle exit, but the vertical component of this momenturn is continuously 
being increased by buoyancy and at some point the momenturn of the buoyant jet is largely 
independent of the initia! momentum, i.e. the inclined buoyant jet has become a vertical 
plume. Th is implies that the jet has a curved axis. 

Figure 2.4: The inclined buoyant jet. In this study the initia! angle with the horizontal, 8, was about 15°. 

The magnitude of buoyancy effects can be estimated by consiclering a vertical turbulent 
round buoyantjet, as in reference [14] and [2). The approach in these reviews is to utilize the 
plu me and nonbuoyant jet as limiting cases of the buoyant jet and to show where each is a 
valid model and where the transition lies. To determine the position of the transition region, 
the volume flow rate Q is calculated as a function of axial distance for both the jet and the 
plume (in the fully developed region). Now the transition region is defined as the axial 
distance where those volume flow rates are equal. 
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The volume flow rate of the nonbuoyant jet can be calculated by integrating the velocity 
profile (2.13) at a fixed distance x from the nozzle: 

Q1e, = Ju(x,r) dA(r) (2.16) 
A 

where A is the right-hand surface of the control volume in figure 2.2. Thus it fellows that 

(2.17) 

where Q0 is the volume flow rate through the nozzle,A 0 u0. This equation illustrates that (due 
to entrainment) the volume of flow carried with the jet increases with axial distance from the 
nozzle. 

For turbulent plumes, velocity and species distributions can be obtained from conservation of 
mass, momentum, and energy as for the non-buoyant jet (section 2.2.1 ). However, in contrast 
to the non-buoyant jet, where the axial momenturn was conserved and independent of x, the 
momenturn of the pi urne, which is initially zero, is continuously being increased by gravity. It 
can be deduced [2] that the velocity and species (or temperature) concentratien in the round 
turbulent plume are given by 

u(x,r) = 3.5 B 113 x-113 e -s{;)
2 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

In these equations B is the specific buoyancy flux, 

(2.20) 

and Q0 is the initia) volume flow rate. In (2.20), Pa and p0 are the ambient and initia) density 
respectively, and gis the gravitational acceleration. Fora uniform reservoir, B is a constant. 

Equations (2.18) and (2 .19) imply that the velocity profile is broader than in a turbulent jet 
(bplume=0.11x versus bie,=0.086x) and that the species profile is somewhat narrower 
(b L17;plume=0.1 Ox versus b.11;ie,=0.11 x ). Furthermore, the centerline velocity in a plume 
decreases slower with increasing x (x. 113 versus x·') and the centerline species concentratien 
decreases faster with increasing x (x-513 versus x·'). 

By integration of the velocity profile (2 .18) the volume flow rate of the plume can be 
calculated to be: 

Q 0 15 Bl / 3 513 
plume = · X (2.21) 

By combining (2 .17) and (2.21) the following re lation can be derived for the ratio of the 
volume flow rates of a turbulentjet and a turbulent plume: 
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( 
112]2/3 

Qplume_ ~ 
Q. M 3/ 4 

Jel 0 

where M 0 is the initial momenturn flux in the jet: 

M 0 = Ju 2 dA = A0 u~ 
A 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

Now, equation (2.22) shows that the buoyantjet will be plume-like forx>>M/14/B112 andjet
like for x<<M/.f!B112

• Since B is a constant this means that the location of the transition 
region is proportional to M/.f or (r0 uo)312

• This result will be used to explain the effect of 
buoyancy in the experiments qualitatively. 
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Chapter 3: Experimental 

3 Experimental 
To describe and characterize a flow, measurements of flow properties have to be done. 
Therefore experiments were performed in which the temperature distribution, velocity 
distribution, and droplet size in the turbulent steam jet were determined. Since the nozzle 
radius and the initia! velocity are important sealing parameters (see chapter 2), series of 
temperature and velocity measurements were done in which those parameters were varied 
systematically. The droplet size measurements provide additional information to onderstand 
the influence ofthe dropiets on the flow properties. 

In this chapter, first the facial sauna used to produce the steam jet will bedescribed as we11 as 
calibration measurements of the mass flow rate. In the following three sections the 
temperature, velocity, and droplet size measurements will be described. Each ofthese sections 
is subdivided in a part with the experimental set-up and a part in which the results are 
presented and discussed. 

3.1 Facial sauna apparatus and calibration measurements 

The Esthé Jeune facial sauna of the Japanese company National was used to produce the 
steam jet. This apparatus contains a water reservoir, a heating element, ionising electredes 
and some electronic circuits. The ionising electredes can be used to reduce the droplet size 
and thus make the spray more visible. However, this option was switched off in all 
experiments in order to obtain a 'pure' jet. The water in the reservoir is heated up to 1 00°C 
after which the increasing pressure forces the steam to leave the sauna through the nozzle. 
During this project two series of experiments were done: one with different nozzle diameters 
and a constant applied voltage, the second with a constant nozzle diameter and variabie 
voltages. To determine the average velocity at the nozzle exit during these experiments, 
cal i bration measurements of the mass flow rate through the nozzle were carried out. These 
measurements were done by placing the facial sauna on an electronic balance and monitoring 
the weight after switching on the facial sauna. In the first set power was supplied by a 
transfarmer that provides about llOV, and the nozzle diameters were 3, 3.6, 4, 5, 6, and 7mm. 
In the second set power was supplied by a variabie transfarmer and the nozzle diameter was 
3mm. The nozzle geometry is sketched in figure 3.1. 

10 25 
>I 

Figure 3.1: Geometry ofthe axisymmetrical nozzles used in the experiments. Sizes are given in millimeters. The 
value of a was 32.5° for all nozzles. The diameter of the nozzle exit was varied from 3 to 7 mm. 
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The results of the calibration measurements are given in tigure 3.2 . Figure 3.2a shows the 
mass flow ra te for the different nozzles when a constant voltage of about 11 OV is applied. It 
can be seen that about 200 seconds after switching the facial sauna on, the mass flow rate is 
constant at 15 grams per minute tor all nozzle diameters. This is not surprising since the 
supplied power is the same in all cases. 
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Figure 3.2: a) Mass 11ow rate as a fUJJCtion of time for different nozzle diameters b) Reduced mass flow rate 
(Pevap/Pdiss) as a timetion of applied electric power with a constant nozzle diameter of 3mm. 

The mass flow rate was also monitored for various applied voltages. These curves were 
similar to the curves in tigure 3.2a, although the value of the constant mass flow rate 
dependedon the applied voltage. ln tigure 3.2b, the results for the 3mm nozzle with variabie 
applied voltage are given. Here the efficiency of the facial sauna, which is defmed as the ratio 
of the power used for evaporation and the dissipated power, Peva,JP diss, is plotted as a function 
of the dissipation power. In this plot the markers correspond to applied voltages of 60, 70, 80, 
90, 100, and 110V. P evap is calculated by multiplying the mass flow rate with the heat of 
evaporation of water (2260J/kg), and P diss is calculated by multiplying the applied voltage 
with the current. From tigure 3 .2b it can be seen that the efficiency of the sauna iocrcases 
from 82% to 92% with increasing dissipated power (or increasing applied voltage). From d1is 
plot the amount of power that is not used for evaporation, P1055, can be calculated (P1os.s=(1-
efficiency)·Pd;ss)· It tums out that the value of Ptoss iocrcases with increasing applied voltage 
from 31 to 43 W. Since the energy flux lost to the environment remains constant with 
increasing applied voltage (the temperature in the reservoir remains constant at 100°C), this 
increase in P1oss is probably due to an increase in the power dissipation by the electrooie 
circuit (e.g. indication lights on the sauna increased in brightness with increasing applied 
voltage). 

From the measured mass flow rates the average veloeities at the nozzle exit were calculated, 
the results of which are given in table 3 .1. Th is tab ie shows that the average exit veloeities are 
in the range of 9 to 51 m/s. 

Nozzle diameter Exit velocity Applied voltage Exit velocity 
(mm) (mis) (V) mis) 
3 51 60 13 
3.6 35 70 20 
4 28 80 25 
5 18 90 32 
6 13 100 40 
7 9 110 47 

Table 3.1: (a) Average velocity at nozzle exit for different nozzle diameters with a constant applied voltage of 
a bout 11 OV (b) Average velocity at nozz le exit for different applied voltages with a 3mm nozzle diameter. 
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3.2 Temperature measurements 

3.2.1 Experimental set-up 

The experimentalset-up as used in the temperature measurements is sketched in tigure 3.3. A 
plate was placed vertically along the axis of the jet, so that it was positioned in a symmetry 
plane ofthe flow. The temperature ofthe plate wasthen monitored with an AGEMA infrared 
thermocamera. This camera determines the temperature of an object from the radiation 
spectrum and the emiSSion coefficient of the object materiaL With this set-up a two 
dimensional side view of the temperature distribution in the vertical plane of the jet can be 
obtained in one thermograph. The thermographs from the thermocamera were processed with 
a PC and temperature profiles along and perpendicular to the ( curved) axis we re obtained 
using AGEMA software. 

lhermocam e ra -------+i·l I jaciaf .I'U IIIIU 

z=::::s: 

plale---+ 

1------ ---- --

je/ a::·: ---+-__ • ... .......... ~~''"'i"""" 
I 

Figure 3.3: Top and side view ofthe experimentalset-up used in the temperature measurements. 

The plate, with a thickness of 0.5 mm, was made of a synthetic material to prevent heat 
conduction in the plate. Furthermore, the plate was coated with camera vamish to obtain good 
optica! properties. The emission coefficient was determined from reileetion measurements 
and was found to be constant and equal to 0.94 for wavelengths from 500 to 2000 nm. 

In an earl i er study [I], this method of measuring the temperature in the jet has been compared 
with Chromei-Aiumel thermocouple measurements, and good agreement was found. lt should 
be noted here that the temperature of the plate will in general be different from the gas/vapour 
temperature in the jet. As was explained in section 2.4, the wet-bulb temperature of the 
drop iets, Td, is different from the vapour temperature Too in a condensing jet. Since during the 
experiments a liquid film was present on the plate, the local plate temperature will tend to the 
local wet-bulb temperature, which is close to the temperature of the dropiets and thus higher 
than the vapour temperature. The largest temperature difference between the dropiets and the 
vapour will occur near the nozzle, since the degree ofsupersaturation is at its maximum there. 
With increasing distance from the nozzle, the degree of supersaturation and thus the 
temperature difference between the dropiets and the vapour decreases. 
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3.2.2 Variabie nozzle diameters 

As mentioned before, two series of temperature measurements were done . First the results of 
the experiments with different nozzle diameters (and constant mass flow rate) wiJl be 
presented, foliowed by the results of the experiments with a constant nozzle diameter and a 
variabie initia! velocity insection 3.2.3 . 

Two examples of the recorded thermographs with increasing nozzle diameter are shown in 
tigure 3 .4. In these thermographs a side view of the temperature in the vertical plane of the 
jets is shown. The colours indicate different temperatures and the contours between the 
colours are isotherms. Every isotherm has a point where the distance to the nozzle is maxima!. 
By connecting these points, a (curved) axis can be drawn. In the thermographs it can be seen 
that while the jet from the 3mm nozzle has a straight axis, the axis of the jet from a 6mm 
nozzle bends upward. This indicates that the buoyancy effect, which causes the curved axis, is 
strenger in the jet of the 6mm nozzle . A second effect that can be seen in the thermographs is 
that the isotherms move away from the nozzle with increasing nozzle diameter. This indicates 
that the jet with the larger nozzle is hotter at a fixed distance from the nozzle. 

To verify and analyze these observations, temperature profiles along and perpendicular to the 
axis were obtained from the thermographs for all nozzles. As an example, the centerline and 
lateral (i.e. perpendicular to the axis) temperature profiles at 10, 20, and 30 cm from the 
nozzle are given for the 3 and 6 mm nozzle in tigure 3.4 next to the thermographs. Besicles 
the temperature profiles, plots were also made of the position of the axis in the different jets 
to investigate the influence of the buoyancy effect. 

Now, first the buoyancy effect will be discussed, foliowed by plots of the centerline and 
lateral temperature profiles. Then the observed effects in these profiles will be discussed. 
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Figure 3.4: Thennographs in the vertical symmetry plane of d1e 3mm (upper) and 6mm (lower) jets. Next to the 
thennographs centerline and lateral profiles at I 0, 20, and 30 cm are given. Centerline temperatures close to the 
nozzle are not accurate due to experimental errors. 
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Buoyancy 

In tigure 3.5, the vertical position of the jet axis is given as a fi.mction of the horizontal 
position for the different nozzles. From this graph, it can be seen that the upward deviation 
from a straight line increases with the nozzle diameter, which suggests that the buoyancy 
effect increases with nozzle diameter, i.e. with increasing velocity (see table 3.1). To check 
this trend qualitatively, the equation for the position ofthe transition region between a jet and 
a plume, as derived insection 2.5, can be rewritten as 

M J / 4 
__ o_ ~ MJ / 4 ~ ( )3 ; 2 ~ .-312 

X- 112 o roU o fo 
B 

(3.1) 

since u0 ~ r/. This means that with increasing r0 the value of x decreases, i.e. buoyancy 
effects will be important closer to the nozzle. This is in agreement with the observed 
qualitative trend in axis positions : since the volume flow rate A0 u0 is the same for all nozzles, 
the initial momenturn flux, A 0 u/, is larger for the smal! nozzles with higher exit velocities. 
This means that for the small nozzles the buoyant momenturn flux exceeds the initia! 
momenturn flux at a larger distance from the nozzle, i.e. buoyancy effects are smaller at a 
fixed distance from the nozzle. 
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Figure 3.5: Vertical axis position as a function of horizontal axis position for jets with increasing nozzle 
diameters. 

Centerline temperature profile 

In tigure 3.6 the centerline temperatures for all nozzles are given as a function of the axial 
distance to the nozzle. From this picture it is clear that the centerline temperature increases 
with increasing nozzle diameter. However, given the relations in sectien 2.2.2, the results can 
be plotted in a reduced farm to campare them with the one-phase jet profile. Therefore, in 
tigure 3.7a the ratio of the centerline temperature difference and the initia! temperature 
difference with the reservoir, L11~./L1T0, is plotted versus the ratio of axial distance and nozzle 
radius, xlr0, for all nozzles, as well as the semi-analytica! salution for a one-phase jet. The 
temperature increase with respect to the one-phase jet ( due to the release of latent heat during 
condensation) is evident. Also, the experimental profiles are much closer to each other now, 
which suggests a universa! profile, that lies significantly higher than the one-phase profile. 
However, deviations :from this profile can be seen to occur at large distances and for the large 
nozzles, i.e. at low velocities. This can be clarified by platting !1T r/ L1T,,. versus x/r0 , which, in 
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Figure 3.6: Centerline temperature profile along the (curved) axis in the vertical symmetry plane for jets with 
increasing nozzle diameter. 

the one-phase case, for x>r0, yields a straight line through the ongm with a universa[ 
( experimentally determined) slope (figure 3. 7b) . In this graph it can be se en that the centerline 
temperature decay is much smaller for the two-phase than for the one-phase jet. F or nozzles 
with a large nozzle diameter and high values of x/r0, the curve bends upward, apparently until 
the same slope is reached as in the one-phase case . This suggests that at this point no latent 
heat is released anymore, i.e. the dropiets do not grow further . The same effect, to a lesser 
extent, is visible for the smallet· nozzles with higher velocities. The nature of this effect will 
be discussed after the results of the lateral temperature profiles have been presented. 
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Figure 3.7: Reduced centerline temperatures as a function of scaled axial distance in the vertical symmetry plane 
for different nozzle diameters : .dT,,/tJTq (a) and .dT r/L1T,11 (b) versus x/r0 for all nozzles and for the one-phase jet. 
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Lateral tempera/ure profiles in the vertical plane of symmetry 

For all jets, temperature profiles perpendicular to the curved axis (at 10, 20, and 30 cm from 
the nozzle) were obtained from the thermographs. In figure 3.4, these profiles were given for 
the 3 and 6mrn nozzle. In these plots z is the lateral coordinate perpendicular to the axis . It 
can be seen that these profiles are asymmetrie, i.e. the temperature half-width z112 of the jet 
(the value of z corresponding to Ll'l?LlT",= 0.5) is smaller below the axis than above it. This is 
due to buoyancy. To check to what extent the shape of the lateral profiles in one jet is self
similar, LlT!LlT", can be plotted versus zlz 112 (see figure 3.8a, where as a typical example the 
profiles of the 6mm nozzle are shown). Since the profiles are asymmetrie, only the part of the 
lateral profile above the axis is plotted in this figure , with z112+, the temperature half-width 
above the axis, as the sealing parameter. As can be seen in the figure, the shape of the profiles 
is very similar at various axial distances. To see whether these profiles also scale with the 
axial distance, LlT/LlT," has to be plotted versus zlx. (see figure 3.8b). In the one-phase case, 
these scaled profiles would coincide. As can be seen in the graph, this is not the case in the 
two-phase jets considered here. Apparently, the value of bLJ.r= z112/x is notconstant at various 
axial distances in the jet, in contrast to the one-phase jet. 
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Figure 3.8: Reduced lateral temperanm: profiles in the vertical symmetry plane at 10, 20, and 30 cm from tbe 
6mm nozzle. In (a) the upper part of the .1T/L1T," profiles is plotted versus z/z 112+ , in (b) the L1TIL1T,11 profile is 
plotted versus z!x . 

Besides the self-similarity ofthe lateral profiles in one jet, also the deviations from similarity 
ofthe different jets have been investigated. In figure 3.9a the lateral temperature profile at 10 
cm from the nozzle is plotted versus lateral distance. To determine the self-similarity of the 
shape of these profiles, they have to be plotted in a reduced form : LtT/LtT," versus zlz112 (see 
figure 3.9b). Because ofthe asymmetry ofthe profiles, again only the part ofthe profile above 
the axis is plotted, with z112+ as the sealing parameter. It can be seen that the different profiles 
have a very similar dimensionless shape. However, to check the sealing properties, and for 
comparison with the one-phase jet, LlTI LlT," has to be plotted versus zlx (see figure 3.1 Oa). 
This figure shows that significant differences between the different scaled profiles are found, 
and that the two-phase jet is much wider than the single-phase jet, i.e. the temperature half
width bLJ.r · x is larger. To compare the shape ofthe lateral profiles with that of a one-phase jet, 
(ln(L1T,,/ L1T)/ 5 can be plotted versus zlx: (figure 3.10b). In the one-phase case, this yields a 
straight line through the origin. As can be seen in the figure, a straight line corresponding to 
the fit in figure 3.1 Oa can be drawn, although at larger val u es of zlx a deviation from this line 
is visible. The difference in the slope of the experimental fit and the one-phase line illustrates 
the fact that the two-phase jet is much wider. 
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Figure 3.9: Lateral temperature proiiles in the vertical symmetry plane at 10 cm for nozzles with va1iable 
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·
5 is plotted versus zlx. Furthermore, the one

phase profile and an experimental fit are drawn. 

So, the experimental results of the radial temperature profiles in the jets show two important 
effects: flrst, the value of bar (b.1r= z112/x) is nota constant at various axial distances in each 
jet, which is different from the one-phase jet. Second, all jets are much wider than the one
phase jet, i.e. the value of bar is much higher than the (constant) one-phase value . Both these 
effects are illustrated in flgure 3.11, where the average temperature half-width (the average of 
z112+ and z11r) of the jets is plotted versus axial distance. In the case of the one-phase 
turbulent jet, this yields a straight line with a universa! (experimentally determined) slope. 
However, for the two-phase jets these half-widths obviously do not describe a straight line, 
but bend downwards. This explains why the L1TIL1T111 versus zlx plot (flgure 3.8b) does not 
scale as good as the L1TIL1T,,. versus zlz112 plot (flgure 3.8a). The other important effect that is 
illustrated in flgure 3.11 , is the fact that the two-phase jet is much wider than a one-phase 
turbulent jet. Finally, this plot illustrates why the L1TIL1T,,. versus zlx plot (flgure 3.1 Oa) did not 
scale as good as the L1TIL1T,,. versus zlz112 plot (flgure 3.9b): this is caused by the fact that the 
half-widths atx=lO cm do not coincide for the different jets. 
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Figure 3.11: Average temperatm·e half-width, [(z u+) + ( z 1 ,~ -) ]/2, versus axial distance fo r all jets . 

Discussion 

The widening of the temperature distribution in a condensing jet with respect to a non
condensing one was also observed by Baskaya et al. [I I], although they fütmd a much smaller 
increase in b.dT· Whereas bilT= 0.11 fora one-phase jet, Baskaya et al. found a value of 0.13, 
while from figures 3.10 and 3.11 it follows that bilT= 0.25 initially . Since in the experiments 
of Baskaya et al. the Reynolds number of the jets was much higher than in this study, this 
suggests that the smaller veloeities in the present study are responsible for the extra increase 
in the width of the jet, bilT, with respect to a one-phase jet. This can be understood if one 
considers the fact that dropJets in a relatively slow flow need more time to reach a certain 
distance from the nozzle than dropiets in a fast flow . Now, insection 2.4 it was shown that the 
growth rate depends only on the flow properties. So the mass flow to the dropJets is 
proportional with time. Since the time needed to reach some distance from the nozzle is 
inversely proportional with the velocity, this implies that ' slow' dropJets grow largerandtbus 
release more latent heat, which causes a larger temperature increase . 

In this view however, one would expect the observed jets with the slowest droplets, i.e. \>.'ith 
the largest nozzle diameters, to have the widest temperature profile, which contradiets with 
the results in figure 3.11, where the downward bend is strongest for the flows with large 
nozzle diameter. This can be understood from a different effect: as explained in section 2.4, 
condensing and thus growing dropiets reach a maximum diameter at a certain point, because 
the water vapour concentration decreases with increasing x due to condensation and mixing. 
At a certain point the water vapour concentration is too low and no condensation occurs 
anymore. This means that in a 'slow' flow the dropiets will grow very fast initially (resulting 
in a higher gas temperature due to the release of latent heat) until they reach their maximum 
size. From that point on evaporation wiJl occur. Since for evaporation heat is needed, nov,r tbe 
opposite effect occurs: the gas cools down, causing the slow down of the increase in jet half
width. Th is also explains why tb is effect is smaller for the relatively fast jets in figure 3.11, 
since these dropiets reach their maximum size further away from the nozzle. This view is also 
consistent with the fact that in the high-speed experiments of Baskaya et al., no downward 
bend was found at all in the half-width . In these jets the dropiets grow Jess, but they keep on 
growing further away from the nozzle. Detailed inspeetion of their results also shows that in 
their experiments the temperature half-width increased slightly with decreasing velocity, 
which conftrms the view described above. 
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The effect that at low speeds the dropiets reach their maximum size, which results in a change 
in sign of latent heat release, is also consistent with the results of the centerline temperature 
measurements. In those measurements (figure 3.7) a relatively high centerline temperature 
decrease was observed in the 'slow' jets, indicating a decrease in latent heat release. The 
second effect, which says that slow dropiets grow faster than fast droplets, is also confirmed 
by experiments in literature. Detailed inspeetion of the centerline temperature decay rates in 
the experiments of Baskaya et al. [11] and Vatazhin et al. [9] shows that this decay rate is 
slightly higher for the faster jets, which means that in the faster flows less latent is released. 
Th is can be understood from the fact that fast dropiets grow slower than slow droplets. 

Summarizing, a clear increase in temperature half-width and in the centerline temperature (as 
a function of scaled axial di stance) was observed. lt can be concluded that two effects have a 
significant influence on the magnitude of the temperature increase in condensing jets with 
respect to non-condensing jets. Which of the two effects is dominant depends on the velocity 
in the jet: 

In the high-speed regime, dropiets will continue growing up to a relatively large 
distance from the nozzle. In this velocity region the magnitude of the temperature 
increase is determined by the growth rate of the droplets. Since slow dropiets grow 
faster with increasing x, this implies that in the high-speed regime the magnitude of 
the temperature increase decreases with increasing velocity; 

In the low-speed regime however, a different effect is important: because of the low 
velocity, the dropiets will reach their maximum size at a relatively small distance 
from the nozzle. When this occurs, the dropiets will stop growing and start to 
evaporate which results in a change in sign of latent heat release. Therefore, in this 
region the magnitude of the temperature increase will increase with increasing 
velocity, since fast dropiets keep on growing up to a larger distance from the nozzle, 
i.e. they reach their equilibrium size at a larger distance. 
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3.2.3 Varying mass flow rate 

In this part the results of the temperature measurements done with the 3mm nozzle and 
average initia! veloeities ranging from 13 to 47 m/s (see table 3.1) will be presented and 
discussed . The experimentalset-up is described in sections 3.1 and 3.2.1. 

Two examples of the recorded thermographs with varying initia! velocity (different voltages) 
are given in tigure 3.12. In these plots two trends are visible with decreasing velocity: fi rst, 
the upward curvature is stronger for the low-velocity jet, which suggests that the influence of 
buoyancy increases with decreasing velocity. Second, the isotherms move slightly closer to 
the nozzle, indicating that the !ow-speed jet is somewhat cooler. As in the previous section, 
now frrst the buoyancy effect will be discussed, followed by the centerline and lateral 
temperature profiles. 
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Figure 3.12: Thermographs in the vertical symmetry plane of the uo=47rn/s (upper) and u0=20rnls (lower) jets. 
Next to the thermographs centerline and lateral temperature profiles at 10, 20, and 30 cm from the nozzle are 
given. Centerline temperanrres close to the nozzle arenotaccurate due to experimental errors. 

Buoyancy 

In tigure 3.13 the vertical position of the jet axis is given as a function of the horizontal 
position for the different initial velocities. It is clear that the upward bend increases with 
decreasing velocity. This trend can be checked by rewriting the equation for the position of 
the transition region between a jet and a plume, as derived in section 2.5: 

(3.2) 
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since r0 = constant. This means that with increasing u0 the value of x will be larger and thus 
the buoyancy effect at a given distance from the nozzle smaller, which is in agreement with 
the observations. This trend can be understood from the fact that for the low-speed jets the 
initial momenturn flux, A 0 u/ , is smaller than for the high speed jets. Therefore, the buoyant 
momenturn flux exceeds the initial momenturn flux at a smaller distance :from the nozzle tor 
slow jets. So, as in the previous section, the magnitude of the buoyancy effect depends on the 
initial momenturn flux. 
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Figure 3.13: Vertical axis position as a function of horizontal axis position for jets with varying initia! velocity. 

Centerline tempera/ure profile 

In figure 3.14 the dimensional and dimensionless centerline temperature profiles are given tor 
the different initial velocities, and for the one-phase case. The temperature increase with 
respect to the one-phase jet ( due to condensing droplets) is evident in figure 3 .14b, where the 
centerline temperature decay can be seen to be much smaller than for the non-condensing jet. 
In both pictures, it can also be seen that the centerline temperature decreases slightly \:..'ith 
decreasing velocity. 
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Figure 3.14: Dimensional (a) and dimensionless (b) centerline temperature profiles in the vertical symmetry plane 
for varying initia! velocity . 
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Furthermore, as in the previous section, an upward bend is visible in tigure 3 .14b, which 
appears to continue until the same slope as in the one-phase case is reached. The upward bend 
is strengest for the low velocities. This decrease in the reduced centerline temperature for low 
veloeities is very similar to the effect in the centerline temperature of the jets with varying 
nozzle diameter (figure 3.7b). There also an upward bend was observed which was strengest 
for low velocities. This suggests that the same mechanism is responsible for the observed 
upward bend: !ow-speed dropiets reach their maximum size at smaller distances from the 
nozzle than the high-speed droplets. Thus, the sign of latent heat release will change, resulting 
in a relatively lower jet temperature . This explains why the upward bend is strengest for the 
lowest velocities. 

Lateral temperature profiles in the vertic al plane of symmetry 

For the different initia! velocities, lateral temperature profiles perpendicular to the curved axis 
(at 10, 20, and 30 cm) were obtained from the thermographs. The dimensional lateral 
temperature profiles for two different initia! veloeities were already given in tigure 3 .12. As 
in the previous section, the sealing properties of these profiles were investigated both in one 
jet and over the differentjets (figures 3.15, 3.16, and 3.17) . As a typical example, in tigure 
3.15 the reduced lateral temperature profiles ofthe (ua=20 mis) jet are plotted versus z/z0_5 and 
zlx. In tigure 3 .15a only the part of the profile above the axis is plotted (with the temperature 
half-width of the upper part, z112 .. , as the sealing parameter) because of the asymmetry in the 
profiles due to buoyancy. It can be seen that while the reduced shape of the profiles is self
similar, significant differences are present between the profiles scaled with z/x . Apparently, 
bLlr is not a constant for different x (in contrast to the one-phase jet, where the z/x profiles 
would coincide). 
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Figure 3.15: Reduced lateral temperature profiles in the vertical symmetry plane at 10, 20, and 30 cm from the 
Jmm nozzle, with an initia[ velocity of 20 m/s. In (a) the upper part ofthe LJ T/LJ T,. profi les is plotted versus zlz 112+, 

in (b) the tJTILJ T,. profiles are plotted versus zlx . 

In figures 3.16 and 3.17, the lateral temperature profiles (at lûcm) ofthe differentjets are 
compared with each other and with the one-phase case. In tigure 3 .16b again only the part of 
the profile above the axis is plotted because of the asymmetry of the profil es. In tigure 3.17 it 
can be seen that, as in the previous section, the temperature profile is much wider than in the 
one-phase case, i.e. bLlr is higher. Furthermore, the shape ofthe profiles in the differentjets is 
self-similar, while the zlx. sealing shows differences, i.e. bLlr varies over the different jets. 
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Figure 3.16: Lateral temperature proliles in the vertical symmetry plane at 10 cm from the nozzle for varying 
initia! velocity. In (a) the temperature is plotted versus lateral distance z, in (b) the upper part ofthe L1TIL1T," protile 
is plotted versus zlzw+· 
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Figure 3.17: Reduced lateral temperature profiles in the vertical symmetry plane at 10 cm from the nozzle for 
varying initia! velocity. In (a) L1T:'.dT," is plotted versus z/x, in (b) (-ln(LIT/LIT,")/·5 is plotted versus z,\ :. 
Furthennore, the one-phase profile and an experimental fit are drawn. 

As in the previous section, the observed effects can be illustrated by platting the average 
temperature half-width, [(zu2+)+(zw_)]/2, as a function of x for the different initia! veloeities 
(figure 3.18). The downward bend with increasing x illustrates that while the reduced shape of 
the lateral profiles is self-similar, the zlx profiles do nat coincide. The fact that the slope is 
different from the one-phase case illustrates that the two-phase jet is much wider. The fact 
that the values of the average temperature half-width at IOcm do nat coincide illustrates tbat 
although the shape of the different profiles is self-similar, the zlx sealing shows differences . 
As in the experiments with different nozzle diameters, the downward bend is strongest for 
low velocities. Thus, besides the centerline temperature measurements, also the lateral 
temperature measurements are very similar to the results of the experiments with varying 
nozzle diameter ( campare figure 3.11). 
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Figure 3.18: Average temperature hulf-width, [(z 112+)+{z112-)]/2, versus axial distance for jets with varying initia! 
velocity. 
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Discussion 

The results are very similar to those obtained for jets with a varying nozzle diameter. Again a 
relatively high centerline temperature decrease is observed for small veloeities (figure 3 .14b ), 
and again the lateral temperature profiles are found to have the same shape but different 
values for bt!T (=z112/x) in one jet and over the different jets. 

Also, the centerline temperature decrease and the deviation from a straight half-width line are 
strongest for low velocities, as in the previous section. These similarities suggest that the 
observed effects can be explained with the mechanisms described in the discussion of section 
3.2.2. Thus the variabie initia! velocity measurements confirm the picture of the flow 
described in the previous section. 
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3.3 Velocity measurements 

3.3.1 Experimentalset-up 

Velocity measurements were carried out for three nozzles (with diameters of 3, 4, and 6mm) 
at a constant mass flow rate of 15 grams/minute. The average exit velocity of these jets is 
given in table 3.1 . The experiments were carried out out using a Dantee 57NIO Burst 
Analyzer. This apparatus uses Laser Doppier Anemometry (LDA) to measure the velocity of 
particles in a flow. In this method two intersecting laser heams are used. At the point of 
intersection (the probe volume) an interference pattem is present that can be imagined as 
equally spaeed light and dark fringes (see tigure 3 .19). The fringe spacing is a function of the 
wavelength and the angle between the beams. Droplets passing through the prohe volume 
scatter light, which causes a Doppier hurst signal. The amplitude of this signal modulates at 
the Doppier frequency as the droplet moves alternately through bright and dark fringes. Now, 
the velocity component orthogonal to the fringes can he determined from the frequency 
corresponding to the transit time between the adjacent fringes. By changing the orientation of 
the laser beams, the direction in which the velocity is measured, and the Jocation of the probe 
volume, can be varied. The spatial resolution ofthe probe volume is a few millimeters. From 
the thus obtained velocity distribution over different particles at a specific location, the mean 
value was taken to be the time-averaged velocity at that point. One measurement typically 
lasted 10 seconds, and a lens with a focal length of 40 cm was used. The laser souree was 
mounted on a XYZ-traverser to be able to move the probe volume to different locations in the 
jet. The velocity was measured in both the horizontal and vertical direction, and the total 
velocity wasthen obtained by adding these two velocity components (vector sum). The LDA
method measures the velocity of the droplets, which can he assumed to be representative for 
the velocity ofthe whole jet consisting of steam, air and water dropiets [9,10, 11]. 
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Figure 3.19: Experimentalset-up ofthe velocity measurements using Laser Doppier Anemometry. 
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The procedure foliowed during the experiments was as follows: first the exact position of the 
jet axis was determined by measuring the total velocity at several axial distances, on a line 
perpendicular to the axis (where the axis position was estimated from the temperature 
measurements) in the vertical plane (see figure 3.20a). The location ofthe maximum velocity 
on a perpendicular line was taken to be the position of the jet axis. The thus obtained axis 
position was found not to differ much from the axis position determined from the 
thermographs. After this, total velocity measurements were done at several axial distances 
along the thus obtained axis, at different positions on horizontal lines perpendicular to the axis 
(see figure 3.20b). By measuring the velocity on horizontal lines crossing the axis, 
symmetrical velocity profiles at several axial distances could be obtained. The velocity half
width and centerline velocity at several axial distances could now be obtained by applying a 
Gaussian fit to the experimental data. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.20: (a) Side view of the jet and the locations at which the velocity was measured to determine the 
position ofthejet axis. (b) Top view ofthejet (with the axis from (a)) and the locations at which the velocity was 
measured to obtain symmetrical velocity profiles at several distances from the nozzle. 
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3.3.2 Results and discussion of the velocity measurements 

As mentioned before, the velocity distribution was measured in three jets with a different 
nozzle diameter (3, 4, and 6mm) and a mass flow ra te of 15 grams/minute. In this sec ti on first 
the mean values wilt be given ofthe total (i.e. the vector sum ofthe horizontal and the verrical 
component of the velocity) lateral velocity profiles at horizontal lines perpendicular to the 
axis (figure 3.20b ) . A Gaussian fit wilt be applied to these data and from this fit the velocity 
half-width and the centerline velocity will be determined . After the lateral and centerline 
velocity profiles have been prescnted, these results will be discussed. 

Lateral velocity profiles 

The lateral velocity profiles at variotls axial distances were measured for the three jets. As a 
typical example, the lateral velocity profiles for the 6mm nozzle are given in figure 3.2la at 
five axial distances. In this plot the markers indicate the measured velocities, and the lines 
represent Gaussian fits applied to these points. It can be seen that the lateral velocity profile 
becomes wider and lower with increasing disrance from the nozzle. In the case of a one-phase 
jet, this widening of the velocity profile is proportional to the axial distance x (see section 
2.2 .2). To check whether this still holds in the condensing steam jet, in figure 3.2 I b the lateral 
disrance z is scaled with the axial elistance x, and the velocity u is divided by the centerline 
velocity u111 • In this graph it can beseen that the scaled profiles nearly coincide, indicating that 
self-similarity ofthe velocity protilc with respect to x still holds. 
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Figure 3.21: (a) Lateraltotal velocity proliles at various axial distances in the jet from a 6mm nozzle. (b) Reduced 
lateral profiles in the jet from the 6mm nozzle: u/u", versus zA. 
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In tigure 3.22a the scaled velocity profiles for the three jets are given. For every jet, all 
measurements, obtained at several different distances from the nozzle, are included in this 
plot, as well as an experimental tit applied to these scaled data. Furthermore, the scaled lateral 
velocity profile of the one-phase jet is given in this figure. It can be seen that the velocity 
profile in the steam jets is wider than in the one-phase jet, and that this widening seems to 
increase with increasing nozzle diameter, i.e. decreasing velocity . To illustrate this effect and 
to check the similarity of the protiles with respect to x, in tigure 3.22b the velocity half
widths of the different jets are given as a function of axial distance. This plot contirros that 
the three considered jets are self-similar with respect to x (straight lines), and that the steam 
jets are wider than the one-phase jet. Furthermore, the widening increases with increasing 
nozzle diameter. This widening effect will be discussed after the centerline velocity profiles 
have been presented. 

Centerfine velocity profiles 

From the Gaussian fits applied to the experimental data, the centerline velocity at various 
axial distances can be determined for the three considered jets. The dimensional values of the 
thus obtained centerline veloeities are given in tigure 3.23a. There, it can be seen that, as 
expected from table 3.1, the center! ine velocity increases with decreasing nozzle diameter. In 
the case of a one-phase jet, the centerline velocity decay is proportional to x·' . To check 
whether this is still the case in the steam jet, in tigure 3 .23b the inverted centerline velocity is 
plotted versus axial distance. Since in this plot the experimentally determined centerline 
veloeities form a straight line, this proportion with x·' still holds in the steam jet. 
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To check whether the absolute value of the (reduced) centerline velocity in the steam jet is 
also the same as in the one-phase jet (this corresponds to the constant with a value of 12 in 
equation (2 .13)), in tigure 3.24a the experimental centerline veloeities are scaled with u0 , 

where uo is taken to be the value determined from the mass flow rate measurements (table 
3.1 ). Furthermore, the axial di stance is scaled with the nozzle radius here. lt can be seen in the 
plot that the absolute scaled centerline veloeities are generally smaller than in the one-phase 
jet, although the centerline velocity of the 3mm nozzle is slightly higher than the one-phase 
velocity. This may be caused by experimental errors. Furthermore, the scaled centerline 
velocity can be seen to decrease with increasing nozzle diameter, i.e. with decreasing absolute 
velocity. This effect is illustrated in tigure 3.24b, where the inverted scaled centerline velocity 
is plotted versus the scaled axial distance. 

Discussion 

The experiments indicate that self-similarity of the velocity half-width with respectto x and 
self-similarity of the centerline velocity with respect to x·' is present in the steam jets. Th is is 
in agreement with the observations of Baskaya et al. [12], who investigated the velocity 
distri bution in high Reynolds number steam jets issuing into air. 

The experiments also show that in general the centerline velocity in the two-phase jet is 
smaller than that in the one-phase jet and that the steam jet is wider than the one-phase jet, i.e. 
the velocity half-width increases. Both effects were seen to increase with decreasing velocity. 
These trends can be compared with the velocity measurements by Baskaya et al. There, a 
small decrease in centerline velocity and a small increase in velocity half-width was found: 
whereas the value ofthe constant for the centerline velocity in equation (2 .13) equals 12 fora 
one-phase jet [2] , Baskaya et al. found an average value of 10, and in this study values of 10, 
11.4, and 12.9 are found for the 6mm, 4mm, and 3mm nozzle respectively. 

As for the half-widths, an increase was found with respect to the one-phase case. This is also 
in agreement with the tindings of Baskaya et al. in the high Reynolds number steam jet: 
whereas in a one-phase jet the velocity half-width zw.,.= 0.086x [2], Baskaya et al. found an 
average value of 0.098x, and in this study values of 0.15x, O.l2x, and 0.11x are found for the 
velocity half-widths in the 6mm, 4mm, and 3mm jets respectively. 

A possible explanation for the decrease in centerline velocity with respect to the one-phase jet 
is the effect described in section 2.3: since the density in the reservoir is higher than that at the 
nozzle exit, the incompressibility assumption is violated. In section 2.3 it was concluded that 
this effect results in a smaller centerline velocity, which is in agreement with the results . This 
also explains why the effect is stronger for the large nozzle, since there the velocity is 
relatively small, which results in relatively large dropiets (as argued in the discussion of the 
temperature measurements in section 3.2.2), and thus in a relatively low water vapour 
concentratien in the fluid. This implies that the density difference (and thus the reduced 
velocity decrease) increases with decreasing absolute velocity or increasing nozzle diameter. 

The increase in velocity half-width can now be understood from the conservation of axial 
momenturn in a turbulent jet: since the reduced centerline velocity in the steam jet is smaller 
than that in a one-phase jet, a subsequent increase in velocity half-width will be present 
because the axial momenturn should be conserved and the initia! axial momenturn is the same. 
Since the decrease in reduced centerline velocity is largest for the large nozzle diameters, the 
subsequent increase in velocity half-width will be larger for larger nozzles, which is also in 
agreement with the results. 
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3.4 Droplet size measurements 

To understand the influence ofthe dropiets on the physical properties ofthe flow, besides the 
temperature and velocity measurements, also the droplet size in the flow was measured. These 
measurements were done with two different commercial partiele sizers, but in both set-ups the 
same experimental method was used to determine the droplet size. In the following tirst the 
method and the experimental set-up will be described, after which the results are presented 
and discussed. 

3.4.1 Experimental set-up and metbod 

To determine droplet sizes the Sympatec Helos (H0512) partiele size analyzer and the 
Malvem Mastersizer S were used. In both cases the experimental method to determine the 
droplet size in the flow was Fraunhofer diffraction. In reference [15] this technique is 
explained in detail, here only a short explanation will be given. A droplet that intercepts a 
light wave, generates a diffraction light pattem at infinity which is called Fraunhofer 
diffraction (see tigure 3.25). This Fraunhofer diffraction pattem is also observed in the focal 
plane of a collecting lens. The diffraction pattems of all dropiets of one particular size 
coincide. The smaller the droplets, the wider the diffraction pattem. The net diffraction 
pattem in the focal plane the collecting lens therefore is the superposition of the diffraction 
patterns of all partieles. From this net diffraction pattem the droplet size distribution can be 
determined. 

In both set-ups used in this study, a parallellaser beam was directed horizontally through the 
steam jet, perpendicular to the axis. The diffracted light was focussed by a Fourier transferm 
lens and detected by a detector consisting of photosensitive concentric rings (see tigure 3 .25). 
With this detector the angular resolved intensity distribution can be obtained. With this set-up, 
it is possible to obtain the average partiele si ze over a lateral cross section of the jet at several 
distances from the nozzle. By measuring this partiele size distribution at a constant axial 
distance for different nozzles, trends in droplet size as a function of nozzle diameter can be 
monitored. Furthermore, the evolution of droplet size with increasing axial distance can be 
monitored by measuring the droplet size at various axial distances in one jet. Thus, this 
method is a good tooi for monitoring trends in droplet size. 
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Figure 3.25: (a) Experimental set-up for measuring the droplet size in the jet using Fraunhofer diffraction. The 
detector consists of concentric photosensitive rings. the di stance between the lens and the detector equals the focal 
distance. The white discs represent the dropiets in the jet. The 'rays' indicate the position of the first minimum in 
the diffraction pattern. (b) Typical diffraction pattem of a single droplet The width of the diffraction pattem is 
inversely proportional to the droplet size. 
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However, care should be taken with the interpretation of the thus obtained absolute values of 
the droplet size. First, in the experiments with the Sympatec apparatus, the software was set 
up for measurements of the size of solid particles in water. This may cause differences in the 
absolute droplet size. In the experiments with the Malvem apparatus, the software was set up 
for water dropiets in air. Second, if the distance from the droplet location to the lens exceeds 
some value (about 4cm for the Malvern apparatus), the diffraction rays of relatively small 
particles will fall outside the lens and thus do not reach the detector. This discriminatien of 
small particles results in an overprediction of the droplet size. This effect increases with the 
distance between the droplet location and the detector. In the experiments in this study, this 
distance was indeed larger than 4cm (to prevent condensation on the detector lens), so this 
effect is important in the measurements. Given these inaccuracies, the absolute value of the 
obtained size should be interpreted only as an indication ofthe real droplet size. 

3.4.2 Results and discussion of the droplet size measurements 

In this section, first two typical droplet size distributions from the two experimental set-ups 
will be given and it will be explained how the droplet size was determined from these plots. 
Then the thus obtained droplet sizes wil! be given as a function of nozzle diameter and axial 
di stance. 

Determination of droplet size from droplet size distribution 

Typical droplet size distributions obtained from the Sympatec apparatus and the Malvern 
apparatus are given in figure 3.26a and 3.26b respectively. In these figures the volume 
percentage is given as a function of the droplet diameter in micrometers. In tigure 3a also the 
accumulated volume percentage is given. The high diameter peak in this plot is assumed to be 
due to an experimental error: since volume percentages are given, a few high diameter counts 
already give a very high volume percentage (one count at a droplet diameter of lOOJ.lm gives 
a volume percentage which is a factor of I 06 higher than one count at 1 J.lm). Therefore the 
diameter was determined from the Sympatec plots by taking the diameter of the (low 
diameter) peak. 
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Figure 3.26: Typical droplet size measurements obtained from the two experimental set-ups. In both plots the 
volume percentage is given as a function of droplet diameter. (a) This Sympatec plot was obtained at an axial 
distance of 5.7cm from the 4mm nozzle. (b) Th is Malvern plot was obtained at an axial distance of 13cm from the 
5mm nozzle. 
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[n figure 3.26b a typical droplet size distribution obtained from the Malvem apparatus is 
given . [t can be seen that in this graph a small secondary maximum is present on the left side 
of the main peak. This small secondary maximum was not observed in the Sympatec 
experiments, but apparently there are two different droplet sizes present at this axial distance 
for this nozzle, although the peaks are close to each other and one is dominant. This two-peak 
effect has also been observed in other plots of the Malvem apparatus and seemed to incrcase 
with decreasing axial distance and increasing nozzle diameter. Possible causes for this effect 
are the generation of dropiets at two different locations or coalescence of drop iets. Howcver, 
no further investigation bas been clone into the nature of this effect. To obtain a representative 
diameter from the Malvem plots, the mean value ofthe droplet size distribution was taken. 

Droplet size as ajunetion of nozzle diameter and tu:ial distance 

With both experimental set-ups, droplet size measurements were performed for the different 
nozzles at a fixed axial distance. The mass flow rate in these measurements was 15 
grams/minute (see table 3. I tor average exit velocities) . [n the Sympatec measurements the 
axial distance was 5.7cm, in the Malvem experiments it was 13.0cm. Furthermore, the lateral 
elistance from the jet axis to tbc detector was held constant in both experimental set-ups. The 
results of these experiments are given in figure 3.27a, where the droplet size at a fixed axial 
elistance is given as a function of the nozzle diameter for the two experimental set-ups. Both 
graphs show a clear trend of increasing droplet size with increasing nozzle diameter. This can 
be understood from the deercase in velocity with increasing nozzle diameter. In the discussion 
of section 3.2.2 it was explaincd that with decreasing velocity the droplet size at a ftxed axial 
distance increases (in the case of condensation). From the fact that at higher nozzle diameters 
the droplet size nearly remains constant, it can be concluded that in those jets the dropiets 
have (almost) reached their maximum diameter at that axial distance . In the Sympatec 
measurements it can beseen that at 5.7cm from the nozzle only the dropiets from the 7mm 
and the 6mm nozzles have (almost) reached their maximum diameter, while in the Malvern 
measurements it can beseen that at I 3cm from the nozzle the dropiets from the 5, 6, and 7mm 
nozzles have reached their maximum diameter. Possible causes for the difference in the 
absolute values of the maximum droplet size between the two experimental set-ups were 
already mentioned in the previous section. 
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Figure 3.27: (a) Droplet size as a lunetion of nozzle diameter for t:wo axial distances . Absolute values or Lhe 
measurements at x=5 .7cm (Sympalec) cannot be compared with those at x=!Jcm (Malvem) since difti::rent 
experimental set-ups were used . (b) Droplt:t size as a li.mction of axial distance for the 3.6mm nozzle (Malvem ). 
The droplet size at an axial dist<mce of 13cm is higher than that in (a} due to the fact that the distance from Lhe _jd 
axis to the nozzle was larger here (see text). 
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With the Malvern apparatus also drop size measurements were carried out at various axial 
distances for one nozzle. This was clone with the 3.6mm nozzle at a mass flow rate of 15 
grams/minute. Again the lateral distance from the jet axis to the detector was held constant. 
The results of these measurements are shown in figure 3.27b. This graph clearly shows that 
the dropiets grow fast initially, due to supersaturation, and that this growth rate decreases with 
axial distance, due to a decrease in the degree of supersaturation in the flow. The maximum 
droplet size is reached at about 30cm from the nozzle, which confirms that the droplet is still 
growing at 5.7 and 13cm from the nozzle, as was expected from figure 3.27a. The fact that the 
absolute droplet size at 13cm is higher than that in figure 3.27a, is due to the fact that the 
(constant) distance from the jet axis to the detector was higher in 3.27b than in 3.27a (12.0cm 
versus 8.2cm). This causes an overprediction of the droplet diameter, as was explained in the 
previous section. 

Discussion 

In conclusion, the increase in droplet size with increasing nozzle diameter and with increasing 
axial distance, and the subsequent increase in the axial distance at which the maximum 
droplet size is reached, are in good agreement with the expectations based on the temperature 
and velocity measurements. lt can be concluded that the dropiets from the 7mm nozzles reach 
their maximum diameter at about 6cm from the nozzle, and that the dropiets from the 6 and 
Smm nozzle reach their maximum size between 6 and 13cm from the nozzle. The dropiets 
from the 3.6mm nozzle reach their maximum size at about 30cm from the nozzle, so the 
dropiets from the 4mm nozzle reach their maximum size somewhere between 13 and 30cm 
from the nozzle. These data are in good agreement with the plot of the inverted scaled 
centerline temperature versus the scaled axial distance (figure 3.7b), where upward deviations 
were seen to occur at small axial distances for the large nozzles and at higher axial distances 
for the small nozzles. Furthermore, the above estimated axial distances at which the 
maximum droplet size is reached seem to be proportional with r0-

2 or u0, which is in 
agreement with the fact that the droplet growth as a function of x, ar ,/8x, where r d is the 
droplet radius, is inversely proportional to the velocity. Thus, the droplet size measurements 
confirm the picture of the flow described in the discussions of the temperature and velocity 
measurements. 
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4 Numerical model 
As mentioned in the introduetion ofthis report, the equations descrihing the complex flow of 
the turbulent, two-phase steam jet cannot be solved analytically. Therefore, it was decided to 
start a numerical analysis of the flow of a facial sauna. In a numerical model, initial and 
boundary conditions, such as initia! temperature, initia! velocity, and nozzle geometry, cao be 
varied easily and the effect on the flow properties cao be investigated. Therefore, a numerical 
model provides a very useful tooi to design a facial sauna with the desired flow properties. 

However, one always has to be carefut with the interpretation of the results of a numerical 
model, for several reasons. First, the equations used in a numerical model are generally 
approximations of the exact equations. Second, the solution method may introduce numerical 
errors (e.g. round-off errors ofthe computer). Furthermore, a finite computational domaio has 
to be chosen, and boundary conditions have to be prescribed that may oot fully describe the 
physical situation at these boundaries. Therefore, the approach during this project was to 
characterize the flow with experiments, and to check whether the numerical model reproduces 
the experimentally observed trends. In this way the numerical model cao be validated. 

In the preceding study on the flow of a facial sauna by Koster [1], a set-up was made fora 
numerical model descrihing a turbulent jet. There, a turbulent, one-phase jet with one 
component (e.g. a hot air jet in a cool air reservoir) was succesfully modelled using the finite 
element fluid dynamics package Fidap (version 7.6). This model wasthestarting point in this 
study. 

In this chapter, first the numerical method will be explained. Then a literature survey will be 
given about the modeHing of turbulent two-phase jets. After this, first the numerical results 
fora one-phase jet with two components (steam jet in air, without droplets) will be presented. 
These results will be compared with the semi-analytica( expressions (derived in chapter 2) for 
such a flow. Then dropiets wiJl he incorporated in the flow to obtain a complete model for the 
two-phase turbulent steam jet in air. These numerical results for the condensing steam jet will 
be compared with the experimental results. 

4.1 Metbod 

In this section the numerical method used in Fidap will be explained. First the goveming 
equations and assumptions are given, then the numerical set-up is described. The complete 
Fidap input file is given in the appendix. 

4.1.1 Governing equations 

Mass, momentum, and energy 

From con servation of mass and momenturn the time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations can 
be deduced: 

mass: 

momentum : 

ap + v . (pü) = o 
at 

~(pü)+ V ·(püü) = pf- \lp+ V·; at 

(4 .1) 

(4.2) 
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For the flow considered in this study, a number of simplifications can be made. First, since 
the Mach number is much smaJier than I, the fluid can be assumed to be incompressible. This 
implies that the densities in equations ( 4.1) and ( 4.2) can be considered to be constant. It also 
implies that variations in density due to temperature or species concentration variations are 
neglected in the model. Moreover, the problem is simplified by neglecting the influence of 
gravity, which results in a two-dimensional (axisymmetric) problem. Thus, no volume forces 
are present. 

Second, the problem can be assumed to be steady state, which implies that the a/at terms 
vanish from the two conservation equations. Third, the viscous stress tensor, which is written 
as 

I(au; aujJ 
& .. =- --+--

11 2 ax ax. ' 
J I 

(4.3) 

is a linear relation fora Newtonian fluid, since.u is a constant. 

With these simplifications equations (4.1) and (4.2) can be rewritten in the following form: 

Y'·Ü=Ü (4.4) 

(4.5) 

Conservation ofthermal energy for an incompressible, steady flow can be written as: 

(4.6) 

where cp is the specific heat at constant pressure, T is temperature, q is the thermal energy 
flux, and H is a general heat generation term. Assuming that q = -A'VT, where À. is the 
(constant) thermal conductivity, and since no heat souree is present, this becomes: 

(4.7) 

Ifthe fluid is a mixture consisting of different species, then conservation of mass should also 
apply to the components of the mixture individually. Assuming that the rate of change of 
mass concentratien of the species is due to adveetion and diffusion, steady state mass 
conservation leads to: 

ü ·\Ie= 'V ·(aVe) (4.8) 

where c is the mass fraction of water vapour and 1-c is the air fraction in a vapour-air mixture. 
This equation is, apart from some constants, identical to equation (4.7). Thus it is expected 
that the temperature and species concentratien will have the same distribution, as was also 
found from the semi-analytical derivation in chapter 2. 

Now equations (4.4), (4 .5), (4.7), and (4.8) form a set of five equations (equation (4.5) has 
two components in a two-dimensional flow) for the five unknowns u, v, p, T, c, where u and v 
are the axial and radial component ofthe velocity. 
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Turbulence 

In this section a brief outline of turbulence modeHing in Fidap will be given. For a more 
comprehensive description one is referred to reference [16]. In principle turbulent flows can 
be described by the time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations. However, turbulent motion 
contains very small time and length scales and to resolve the flow on these scales in a 
numerical procedure would require a considerable computational effort. Therefore, in most 
applications turbulent motion is described in terms of time-averaged quantities. This means 
that the flow variables (velocity, temperature, pressure, and concentration) are time-averaged 
over a period L1t, which is short compared to the time scale of the motion of the flow, but 
large compared to the time scale ofthe turbulent fluctuations (e.g. for u): 

1 /+t.l 

u=- Judt ; u= u +u' 
M, 

(4.9) 

where ü is the mean value of u, and u ' indicates the turbulent fluctuations. Time-averaging 
the Navier-Stokes equations then leads to the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations (in 
tensor notation, ',' denotes differentiation): 

Uj ' .i= Û ( 4.1 0) 

( 4.11) 

(4.12) 

;;.i~, . = {a~, .-u .' c'), . 
.I ~ .I .I J 

(4.13) 

These equations can be seen to be almast identical to the previous equations, except for the 

turbulence correlations U;' u.i' , u .i ' T', and u .i ' c' . So, to he able to solve these equations for 

the mean values of the flow properties, these turbulence correlations have to be expressed in 
terms of the mean flow quantities by some kind of turbulence model. The most widely used 
approach is the eddy-viscosity concept (Boussinesq), in which it is assumed that, in analogy 
to the viscous stresses in laminar flow, the components of the Reynolds stress tensor 

p 0 u;' u .i ' are proportional to the mean velocity gradients: 

(4.14) 

where p1, the eddy viscosity, depends on the turbulent properties of the flow and hence is a 
function of position, unlike the molecular viscosity p0, which is a fluid property. Now 
equation (4.11) can be rewritten as equation (4.5) if f..J= p0+p, is substituted. Similarly, 
equations (4.12) and (4.13) can be rewritten as equations (4 .7) and (4.8) with the substitutions 
À. =À.o+À., and a =ao+a,, where 

a =A 
I pS, 

( 4.15) 

with a, the turbulent Prandtl number and S, the turbulent Schmidt number. So now the 
problem is to determine the distribution of f.11• Several models are available in Fidap to 
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determine p,. In the previous study by Koster [1], it was found that the K-e model describes 
the turbulent jet well. Therefore this approach was also foliowed in this study. In the K-e 
model, p, is written in terms of the turbulent kinetic energy K and the viseaus dissipation rate 
of turbulent kinetic energy t:: 

K =0.5 · U;'U;' ' ' ë=VU;,jUi')' (4.16) 

Now two transport equations can be obtained from the Navier-Stokes equations to determine 
K and t: (see [16]). 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

Due to unknown correlations, however, these transport equations contain empirica! constants. 
In Fidap these constants are set to values that are optimized for the adequate prediction of a 
wide range of flows . lt is possible to tune these constants, but because of the potential dangers 
involved, during this study the default values were used. 

Two-phase flow 

Since in the steam jet two phases are present (water vapour and water droplets), two-phase 
flow modeHing is necessary. There are two basic approaches to modeHing two-phase flows, 
known as the Eulerian and Lagrangian approach. These approaches are compared and 
described in detail in references [16], [17], [18] , and [19]. The Eulerian, or two-fluid model, 
considers each phase as a continuum. The Navier-Stokes equations are written for each phase 
and the information between the phases is transferred through momentum, energy, and mass 
transfer terms in the governing equations. 

In Fidap the Lagrangian model is used. This approach treats the fluid phase as a continuurn 
and prediets the trajectory of a single partiele in the fluid flow as a result of various farces 
acting on the particle. This motion of the partiele is described in a Lagrangian frame of 
reference, while the conservation equations for the carrier phase are described by the standard 
Eulerian equations, given before. The information transfer between the two phases is 
accounted for by the momentum, energy, and mass gains or losses along the partiele paths. In 
Fidap, this is quantified by means of the Particle-Source-In-Cell (PSIC) method, where the 
computed momentum, temperature, and mass transfer of the particles are combined into 
souree terms that are inserted into the respective continuurn equations. In this model partiele
partiele interactions are neglected, i.e. the dispersed phase (droplets) is sufficiently dilute. 
Moreover, break-up or coalescence of particles is excluded from the model. Furthermore, it is 
assumed that all particles are spherical. The Lagrangian methad has been used befare to 
describe turbulent two-phase jets, and predictions compared favourably with the experimental 
results (e.g. [20]). 

The equations for the continuurn phase are identical to the equations given above, except for 
the actdition of souree terms descrihing the effect of the presence of the dispersed phase. The 
governing equations for the particles are written in the Lagrangian frame of reference. The 
motion of each partiele of the dispersed phase is governed by an equation that balances the 
mass acceleration of the partiele with the farces acting on it. For a partiele of density pP and 
diameter D" this equation becomes: 
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( 4.19) 

where u(' is the partiele velocity, u; the fluid (carrier phase) velocity, and r is the partiele 
relaxation time, defined by 

4pPD~ 
'= 3JlC

0 
Re~' · 

(4 .20) 

where p is the fluid viscosity, C0 is the drag coefficient, and Re" is the partiele Reynolds 
number defined by 

DPiu; -uf'ip ReP = _-!...._ __ .!..._ (4.21) 
f.1 

The right-hand term of equation ( 4.19) is a generalization of the classica) Stokes drag on a 
partiele. For C0 several models are available in Fidap. For an evaporating (or condensing) 
partiele the following model is supplied: 

( (R p t6s7) C ReP= 241+0.15 ~ 
/) 1 + B 

(4.22) 

where B is the Spalding number: 

B = c ;ap (T - TP )1 L (4.23) 

where Tand TP are the fluid and partiele temperature respectively, and cp"ap is the specific heat 
ofthe (water) vapour. 

The equation for the rate of change afthermal energy ofthe partiele has the form 

dTP ( )( ) dmp mPc;--=Nu :r).DP T-TP +L--
dt dt 

(4.24) 

where mp is the partiele mass, c/ its specific heat, À the conductivity of the bulk tluid phase, 
and Nu the Nusselt number for heat transfer. Equation (4.24) states that the partiele 
temperature depends on the heat flux due to radiation and due to mass transfer (latent heat). In 
Fidap a model for the Nusselt number is supplied that can be used for evaporating (or 
condensing) particles: 

Nu= {2 + 0.6(Re" Y
12 

Pr
113

) 

l+B 

The mass conservalion equation for the partiele is 

d;:" = Sh(;rrpaD" )(c-c,) 

( 4.25) 

(4.26) 
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In this equation c is the concentration (mass fraction) of the particular species (watervapour) 
in the carrier phase, c.,. is the concentratien of water vapour on the surface of the partic Ie, a is 
the diffusivity of water vapour in air, and Sh is the Sherwood number, a dimensionless 
parameter, which is a measure of the mass transfer between the phases. A commonly applied 
formula for the Sherwood number is 

(4.27) 

where Sc is the Schmidt number given by Sc= J..L I pa . Equation (4.26) is a model of 
diffusion dominated mass transfer at a wet surface (see also section 2.4). lt expresses the fact 
that the rate of change of the partiele's mass is proportional to the difference between the 
water vapour in the carrier phase and at the droplet surface. lt should be noted that this 
equation is an approximation assuming small water vapour concentrations. Th is is obviously 
nat the case everywhere in the considered jet since near the nozzle the water vapour 
concentratien equals I. Furthermore, to account for high temperature differences, it would be 
better to express the mass transfer between the phases in terms of partial water vapour 
fractions instead of water vapour concentrations (e.g. [21 ]). It should be possible in Fidap to 
adapt this formula with the use of a user-supplied subroutine. Attempts were made to do this, 
but this did not succeed (yet), probably due to a bug in the souree code. Therefore, as an 
approximation equation ( 4.26) was used. 

The surface concentration c., in (4.26) is obtained from the Clausius-Ciapeyron relation which 
describes the pressure-temperature relation at the liquid-vapour interface of a thermadynamie 
surface: 

(4.28) 

where Mk is the molecular weight of water, Ris the universa! gas constant, pis the density of 
the carrier phase, T,1 is the droplet temperature, and p, is the saturation pressure, defined by: 

I.M t ( 1'...,/ -I) 
- 111',.,1 1;, 

P.,. - Pr~f e (4.29) 

where L is the latent heat, and Pref and Tref are reference values of pressure and temperature, 
betonging to the Clausius-Ciapeyron curve. In equation (4.29) it is assumed that the vapour 
behaves like an ideal gas. 

Now the partiele' s trajectory is obtained from the kinematic equation 

dx{ P 
--=u. 
dt I 

(4.30) 

where x/' is the position ofthe particle. 

The influence of turbulence on droplet trajectories is taken into account by means of a 
stochastic model. The instantaneous flow properties (velocity, temperature, and 
concentration) used to solve equations ( 4.19), ( 4.24), and (4.26) for the partiele velocity, 
temperature, and mass, are computed by adding random fluctuations to the mean flow 
solutions obtained from the simuiatien [ 19]. Thus each partiele interacts with a succession of 
turbulent eddies. The influence of the particles on the turbulence of the carrier phase is also 
incorporated in Fidap 7.6. 
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Nondimensionalization 

Fidap bas the capacity of solving the governing equations in a dimensionless instead of 
dimensional form. This bas a number of advantages. First, it provides a measure of the 
relative importance of the various terins and identifies the dominant physical phenomena. 
Second, nondimensional formulation can sametimes result in a reduction of the large 
differences in orders of magnitude that can occur between terms in an equation. Finally, it 
gives the possibility of doing parametrie studies by varying one parameter. 

Nondimensionalization means choosing a characteristic value for each variabie and relating 
the actual value of the variabie to the characteristic value. If all variables are 
nondimensionalized consistently, the equations are invariant under these scalings and can he 
solved nondimensionally. In this study the following nondimensionalizations were used 
(*denotes a scaled value). 

continuurn phase equations: 

ui*=u/U 
xi*=x/L 
p*=l 
f.J*=l /Re 
p*=p!prl 
rij*=r1;-L/f.1U 
À. *=I/Per 
c*=c 
K*=KIU 
t: *=ê·LIU 
T*=T(K) 

both phases: 

t*=t·UIL 
a*=l/Pec 

(U=JOmls) 
(L=lmm) 

(Re=pUL/f.l) 

particulate phase eguations: 

u/'*=u('IU 
Dp*=D/L 
pp*=p/p 
Tp*=Tp(K) 
c P*=c P!c p p p 

L*=Licp 
c ~'~~P*=c "aP!c p p p 

M**=M* 
R*=Ricp 
Pre/=preJpcp 
Tref*=Tre/K) 

By substituting the scaled variables in the above equations, it can he shown that all equations 
are also valid for the scaled variables. Nondimensionalization implies that all input (e.g. 
initia! and boundary conditions and fluid properties) must be specified in a scaled form , and 
that the numerical results arealso given in a scaled form. 
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4.1.2 Numerical set-up 

Discretization method 

In Computational Fluid Dynamics, there are three methods to reduce the continuurn problem 
to a discrete formulation: The Finite Difference Methad (FOM), the Finite Element Method 
(FEM), and the Finite Volume Methad (FVM). In Fidap the finite element methad is used. 
This metbod is explained in detail in references [16,22], here only a brief and simplified 
explanation will be given. The finite element methad begins with the division of the 
continuurn region into a number of simply shaped elements. In every element a fixed number 
of noclal points is defined and with every nodal point a basis fi.mction is associated that is only 
nonzero in the small region around this point, and has the value one at the specific noclal 
point. Now the problem to be solved (e.g. velocity distribution) is written as aresidu function 
f(u) that equals zero for the exact solution. Furthermore the salution is approximated by 
writing it as a weighted sum over the N given basis functions, i.e. every basis function has its 
own coefficient. Now this approximate solution is substituted in j, which now only depends 
on the unknown coefficients. By setting f equal to zero, a set of N equations for N unknowns 
is obtained that can be solved using several different techniques . However, since the flow 
variables are coupled via the descrihing equations, an iterative solution procedure is 
necessary. The resulting value ofthe function f(which is zero for the exact solution) is called 
the residual , resulting from the use of the approximation. 

Solution procedure 

In Fidap there are two different salution methodologies utilized for solving the nonlinear 
equations descrihing the continuurn phase. The first approach solves all conservation 
equations in a simultaneous manner, while the second approach solves each equation 
separately in a sequentia! segregated manner. For large two-dimensional flows the segregated 
approach is recommended, to reduce the required computer resources. Given the complexity 
of the flow (turbulent, nonlinear, energy equation, two components, two phases), the 
segregated approach was used. Sametimes also special techniques were utilized for 
stabilization, e.g. streamline upwinding, relaxation, or K-E startup damping. These techniques 
are described in reference [ 16] . 

The equations that describe the particulate phase form a set of four coupled ordinary 
differential equations. In Fidap three different solvers are available for the treatment of these 
equations: an explicit Runge-Kutta solver, an implicit solver, and a so-called semi-analytic 
solver. The implicit solver is recommended for problems in which the system of equations 
becomes stiff. Since with the explicit solver no converging solution was obtained, the implicit 
solver was needed to solve the particulate equations. In this method an iterative procedure is 
used to calculate the salution at the next time step. Even with the implicit solver a very small 
time step was found to be necessary to obtain convergent solutions, which implied calculation 
times exceeding the period of one week (CPU time). That such a small time step is necessary, 
is probably due to the equation for the rate of change of thermal energy for the particle, 
(4 .24). In this equation the left-hand term is very small compared to the two terms on the 
right-hand side (in the wet-bulb approximation , these right-hand terms are assumed to cancel 
each other, see section 2.4). To prevent large errors in the left-haJ1d term (and thus large errors 
in the other terms), very small time steps are required. 

In Fidap, coupling of the carrier phase and dispersed phase equations can be carried out in 
two different ways : in the first approach, the interaction between the two phases is strictly 
one-way. Th is means that while the dynamics of the carrier phase drive the motion of the 
dispersed phase, the presence of the dispersed phase has no effect on the dynamics of the 
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carrier phase. However, since in the steam jet considered in this study non-negligible transfer 
of heat, mass, and momenturn between the phases is present, a fully coupled (two-way) 
salution metbod is required. The salution procedure in the fully coupled approach is an 
iterative one. First, a salution to the carrier phase equations is obtained. Next, theLagrangian 
equations for the dispersed phase are solved, using the fields from the continuurn solution. 
Now the continuurn equations are solved again, with the souree terms obtained from the 
Particle-Source-In-Cell metbod (see above) in place. The output of this computation is then 
used to solve the Lagrangian equations with the modified field variables. The process of 
iteration is continued until an equilibrium has been attained between the solutions for the two 
phases. 

Computational domain and grid 

To be able to prescribe well defined boundary conditions that fully describe the physical 
situation at the boundaries, one would prefer a large computational domain. However, a large 
domain requires a lot of computer resources. Therefore, an optimum has to be found that 
describes the physical situation well, but does not require too much computer resources. From 
these considerations the computational domain given in figure 4.la was chosen. Several other 
shapes for the computational domain were also used, but this geometry was found to describe 
the flow best. For the grid spacing, also an optimum has to be found that is fine enough to 
resolve the flow properties, but does not need too much computer resources. Thus the grid 
spacing was chosen small at locations where high gradients in the flow properties occur, and 
large at small gradients. This has led to the grid in figure 4.1 b. In the grid quadrilateral 
elements were used. 

en trainment outlet 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.1: (a) Computational domain used for the numerical model (not to scale). The computational domain is a 
two-dimensional representation of the three-dimensional axisymmetric jet. The lengths of the axis and the outlet in 
the model were 30cm and 16cm respectively . lnlet and wall sizes dependedon the nozzle geometry. (b) Plot ofthe 
used mesh. The elements are small in areas where high gradients occur and large at small gradients. 

Boundary conditions 

Since the governing equations are in principle identical for each fl ow, the flow properties 
fully depend on the boundary conditions and fluid properties. Therefore the choice of the 
boundary conditions is a very important one. The mathematica! form ofthe equations requires 
that for every boundary one boundary condition is given for every flow variable. However, 
since the pressure is dealt with in a special way in the segregated solver (Pressure Projection 
Version, see [16]), no boundary conditions for the pressure are required . This means that for 
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every boundary two boundary conditions must be prescribed for velocity (or stresses), since 
the problem is two-dimensional, one boundary condition for the temperature, one for the 
concentration, and two for the turbulence properties K and e. Furtherrnore, the particles must 
have an initia! position (injection location), and an initia! velocity, temperature and size. 

For the continuurn phase, two types of boundary conditions are possible: essential and natura! 
boundary conditions. Natura! boundary conditions are automatically satisfied ( due to the 
mathematica! solution method) if no other boundary conditions are prescribed explicitly. 
These boundary conditions set the gradients of the flow properties at the given boundary 
equal to zero (e.g. 'no stress' boundary condition for the velocity field) . However, these 
natura! boundary conditions can be replaced by essential boundary conditions, that may set 
the value of the flow properties itself. The following essential boundary conditions were 

prescribed at the different boundaries (ü =(u, v) ): 

in let: 

symmetry axis: v=O. 

entrainment: u=O; T=20°C; Cwater=O. 

wall: u=v=O; K,e: turbulence model. 

The values of K and e at the inlet were obtained from the following relations 173]: 

( 4.31) 

where T is the degree of turbulence, which is about 0.1 for most turbulent jets, u is the 
average velocity at the nozzle exit, c is a constant with value 0.09, and D is the diameter of 
the nozzle. The boundary conditions at the inlet, symmetry axis, and wall have been used in 
many other studies and it is assumed that they describe the physical situation well. However, 
there is no agreement in literature on the velocity boundary condition at theentrainment [23, 
24,25]. In Fidap it is suggested that the appropriate boundary condition is a zero tangential 
velocity. This boundary condition was used in the study by Koster [I] and was also adopted in 
this study. 

As for the particulate phase, droplet ' nuclei' were introduced in the flow at the inlet. At 9 
positions (at x=O, from r=O to 1.8mm), 4 particles were introduced with diameters of about 
O. lJ.lm. The initia! temperature and velocity of these particles were set equal to the flow 
temperature and velocity at the inlet. Thus, 36 partiele paths were calculated. The number of 
particles injected per second could be varied by specifying the total mass flow rate of those 
particles. This number was gradually increased up to 5730s·' in the simulations shown in the 
results. These particles are evenly distributed over the 36 different paths. 
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Fluid properties 

In Fidap one set of properties must be specified for the continuurn phase, i.e. for the mixture 
of water vapour and air, and one set of properties for the dispersed phase and its vapour, i.e. 
water. The following (dimensional) values forthese properties were specified: 

continuurn phase: dispersed phase: 

p= 1 kg/m3 pp= 1·103 kg/m3 

c= p 1.5·1 03 J/kgK c p= p 4.18·1 03 J/kgK 
A.= 2.0·10-2 W/mK C vap= 

p 2·103 J/kgK 
p= 15·106 Pas L= 2.26·1 06 J/kgK 
a= 25 .6·10-6 m2/s M= 18kg/kmol 

R= 83 14 J/kmolK 
Pre.F 611Pa 

Tre.F ooc 

The values of p, cp, À., and 11 for the mixture are average values for steam and air. The density 
ofthe mixture was taken to be constant since the modelled flow was incompressible. 
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4.2 Literature survey 

In this section a literature survey wil! be given about the modelling of turbulent two-phase 
jets. A number of studies were found in literature in which numerical models of round, 
turbulent two-phase jets consisting of a gaseous phase and solid particles are described 
[20,26,27,28,29]. Both Eulerian and Lagrangian methods were used in these studies and in all 
studies variants of the K-E model were used. In most cases good agreement with the 
experimental data was found. This was also the case in a study by Neti et al. [30], who used 
the Lagrangian approach in combination with a K-E model to simulate the flow of a turbulent 
two-phase bubbly jet. However, since no mass transfer between the phases is present in these 
simulations, they cannot be used to model a turbulent two-phase jet with droplets. 

In a study of Baskaya et al. [ 11 ], preliminary numerical simulations of a turbulent steam jet in 
air were performed. However, their simplified model did not account for condensation. Thus, 
the predicted temperature is too low compared to the experiments, since no latent heat is 
released. One study was found in which a round, turbulent gaseous jet with evaporating 
dropiets was simulated [31]. Here, a two-fluid metbod was used in combination with a K-E 

model to describe the turbulent two-phase flow. Good agreement between the experimental 
data and the predictions of the model was found . However, in this study only isothermal flow 
was considered and evaporation was assumed to be due to the vapour concentration gradient. 

In conclusion, no studies were found in which a complete numerical model of a round, 
turbulent condensing jet is given. 
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4.3 The turbulent one-phase steam jet in air 

As mentioned before, frrst a numerical model was developed for a one-phase turbulent jet 
(without droplets). This was the frrst step in the development of the model for the two-phase 
turbulent steam jet. Furthermore, these results could be compared with the semi-analytica! 
expressions for the one-phase turbulent jet, and thus validate the numerical model so far. [n 
the following, first the numerical results for a steam jet issuing into a quiescent air reservoir 
will be presented. The distributions of velocity, temperature, and concentration will be given 
and centerline and radial profiles of the flow properties will be compared with the semi
analytica! expressions. Furthem1ore, it will be investigated whether the sealing properties for 
one-phase jets with respect to axial distance, initia! velocity, and nozzle diameter are 
reproduced in the numerical solution. 

In figure 4.2 the numerical results are given for a 1 00°C steam jet issuing with an average 
initia! velocity of 35 m/s from a 3.6mm nozzle into a quiescent air reservoir at 20°C. In d1is 
figure the distributions of the (axial) velocity, temperature, and water vapour concentration 
are given, as well as a plot of the streamlines. The colours indicate the value of the specific 
flow property at a specific location. It can be seen that the jet initially has a high velocity, 
temperature, and water vapour concentration, but that the magnitude of these variables 
decreases with increasing distance to the nozzle. From the streamline plot it is clear that 
entrainment of surrounding air takes place at the entramment boundary. The irregular shape 
of the streamlines in the upper right corner of the computational domain is probably due to 
the domain boundaries and the low veloeities accuring at that location. 
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Figure 4.2: Numerically obtained axial velocity (a), temperature (b), and concentration (c) distribution in the 
turbulent steam jet issuing into a quiescent air reservoir. In (d) the streamline distribution is plotted. The variables 
are plotted in nondimensional units : the velocity in units of lOrnis and the temperature in degrees Kelvin. 
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Centerfine profiles 

To campare these numerical results with the semi-analytica! expression for a one-phase jet, 
centerline and radial profiles of the flow variables we re obtained from these distributions. The 
dimensional centerline profiles of the axial velocity, temperature, and water vapour 
concentration are given in figure 4.3a, as well as the analytica! solutions for these f1o\V 
properties. It can be seen that the centerline temperature and concentration profile agree very 
well with the analytica! solution, and that small di:fferences are present in the centerline 
velocity. These observations can be made clearer by platting the inverted centerline f1ow 
variables as a fi.mction of xlr0• These profiles are given in figure 4.3b. From the fact that these 
inverted centerline profiles are straight lines, it can be seen that the centerline f1ow properties 
in the numerical model are proportional to x·', as in the semi-analytica! expressions. F or the 
temperature and concentration, also the slope of the straight lines is identical to that of the 
semi-analytica! solution, indicating that the constant for the centerline temperature and 
concentration equals 10 for the temperature and concentration, as in the semi-analytical 
expression (see equation (2 .14)). However, the slope of the inverted numerical centerline 
velocity is larger than that of the semi-analytica! solution, indicating that the constant for the 
centerline velocity in the numerical model is slightly smaller than that in the semi-analytica! 
salution (10.2 versus 12 respectively, see equation (2.13)). A possible explanation for this 
effect will be given after the radial profiles have been presented . 
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Figure 4.3: (a) Comparison of the (di.mensional) numerical centerline profiles with the semi-analytica! centerline 
profiles. (b) Inverted numerical and semi-analytica! centerline profiles versus scaled axial distance. 
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Radial profiles 

Besides centerline profiles, also radial velocity, temperature, and water vapour concentration 
profiles were obtained :from the numerical simulation. In figure 4.4, the numerical radial 
profties at three axial distances are compared with the semi-analytica! profiles . It can be seen 
in this figure that the self-similarity of the shape of these profiles in the flow is good, and that 
the width of the profiles scales well with the axial distance x , i.e . the half-width increases 
linearly with x, as in the semi-analytica! solution. However, the numerical radial velocity 
profile can be seen to be considerably wider than the analytica! profile (r 112, v=O.ll x, versus 
r112 •• =0.086 x in the semi-analytica! expression, see equation (2.13)), and also the numerical 
temperature and concentration profiles are slightly wider than the semi-analytica! solution (in 
this study r112, r=O.l2 x and rli2.c=O.l2 x versus r112. r= r112,c=O.ll x in the semi-analytica! 
soiution, see equation (2.14)). 
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Figure 4.4: Scaled numerical results tor the radial velocity, temperature, and water vapour concentration profiles 
compared with the semi-analytica[ solutions forthese profiles. TI1e numerical results were obtained at 7, 14, and 
21 cm from the nozzle. 

Discussion of the centerline and radial profiles 

The numerical results for the centerline and radial profiles are very similar to the results of 
Adair et al. [24]. In this study the concentration and velocity field in a turbulent one-phase jet 
with two components were calculated using a K-e turbulence model. As in the present study, 
they found a smaller predicted value for the constant of the centerline velocity than in the 
semi-analytica! expressions (they found a value of 10.8 while the analytica! value is 12 and in 
the present study 10.2 was found). Furthermore, they also found an overprediction of the 
velocity half-width (they found 0.1 03, while the analytica! value is 0.086 and in the present 
study 0.11 was found). This problem of underprediction of the centerline velocity and 
subsequent overprediction (since a.xial momenturn must be conserved) of the velocity half
width is well known. The origin of this discrepancy has been attributed by most workers to 
the e equation. 

In [24] also good centerline concentration predictions and an overprediction of concentration 
half-width were found, as in the present study (they found 0.13 while the analytica! value is 
0.11, and here 0.12 was found). They attribute this overprediction to the inability of the 
turbulence model to predict the correct velocity spreading rate. In reference [6] a review of 
the experimental and predicted values (using the K-e model) of the centerline and radial 
velocity and temperature profiles is given. Overall, the same discrepancies of the K-e model 
are found as reported in [24] and in this study. 

Therefore, the deviations :from the semi-analytica! expressions in the numerical results can be 
attributed to the use of the K-e model. To correct these discrepancies, the values of the model 
constants may be modified, although many earlier attempts to do this have failed because it 
proved to deteriorate predictions tor other types of flows. In [ 6] more detailed information is 
given about modifications to the K-e model. 
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Sealing properties ofthe numericlll solution 

In the previous part of this section (figure 4.4) it was already seen that the sealing properties 
with respect to x of the radial profiles were good. To check whether the sealing relations with 
respect to the nozzle diameter and initial velocity were also reproduced by the numerical 
model, besides the simulation of the jet with the 3.6mm nozzle and u0 =35mls, also numerical 
simulations were performed \Vith a 3.6mm nozzle and u0 =20mls, and with a 3.0mm nozzle 
and uo=SI mis. In figure 4.5a the inverted scaled centerline profiles of the three thus obtained 
jets are compared. It can be seen that the correspondence is very good for the centerline 
velocity, temperature, and concentration profiles, indicating that the sealing properties with 
respect to the nozzle diameter and initial velocity are reproduced very well in the numerical 
solution. Besides the centerline profiles, also the radial profiles of the three jets were 
compared. These numerical results are given in figure 4.5b. It can be seen that the sealing 
properties with respect to the nozzle diameter and initial velocity are very good, since all the 
profiles coincide. 
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Figure 4.5 : Nwnerical results for one-phase turbulent jets with different nozzle diameters and varying initia! 
velocity. (a) Inverted scaled centerliJJe velocity, temperature, and concentration profiles for three different jets. TI1e 
initia! velocity and nozzle diameter of the jets is indicated in the different plots. TI1e differences at large :Lxial 
distances are due to the smal! values of the reduced flow properties at these locations. (b) Scaled radial profiles of 
the velocity, temperature, and concentmtion at !Ocm from the nozzle for the three different jets. 
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4.4 The turbulent two-phase steam jet in air 

The final step in the development of a numerical simulation for the turbulent two-phase steam 
jet in air was to incorporate dropiets in the flow. As in the previous section a jet with a nozzle 
diameter of 3.6mm and an initia! velocity of 35m/s was considered. In these numerical 
simulations the time interval over which the particles were foliowed in the model (the 
'lifetime' of the droplets) and the number of particles injected per second was gradually 
increased. 

Since the required time step in the droplet calculations was very small (due to the heat 
transfer equation, see section 4.1.2), the number of time steps that was necessary to follow the 
particles on their paths in the flow domain was very high, up to 2·1 06 in the final results. Th is 
implied calculation times exceeding one week of CPU time. Therefore, the number of time 
steps was not further increased, although many particles did not reach the boundaries of the 
computational domain. By increasing the number of particles injected per second, the 
influence of the dropiets on the carrier phase could be increased. When very few dropiets 
were injected per second, their influence on the continuurn phase was negligible. However, 
with an increasing number of droplets, the continuurn phase flow properties changed 
significantly. Also, the size of the dropiets decreased with an increasing number of dropiets 
injected per second, since the water vapour concentration decreased. 

The results for the turbulent jet with condensing dropiets are given in tigure 4.6. In this figure, 
the velocity, temperature, and water vapour concentration distribution in the jet are given, as 
well as the trajectories and properties of the particles in the jet. The colours of the droplet 
trajectories indicate their velocity, temperature, and diameter. 

By camparing the temperature distribution in the two-phase jet with that in the one-phase jet 
(figure 4.2), it can be seen that a significant temperature increase occurs in the two-phase jet, 
due to condensing droplets. This temperature increase with respect to the one-phase jet is in 
agreement with the experimental results. The velocity and water vapour concentration 
distributions in the two-phase jet do not seem to differ very much from the one-phase jet 
(figure 4.2). The plots of the partiele trajectories give an indication of the velocity, 
temperature, and diameter of the dropiets along their paths. Overall, the temperature and 
velocity distributions along the partiele paths seem to be similar to those of the continuurn 
phase. The overall droplet size can be seen to increase with increasing distance from the 
nozzle. This is illustrated in tigure 4.7, where the droplet diameter is plotted versus time and 
versus the path length for all dropiets (the droplet diameter and path length are given in mm, 
the time in units of 10-4 seconds). In this plot it can also be seen that the dropiets reach a 
diameter in the order of 1 Oflm, which is the same order of magnitude as in the droplet size 
measurements. Furthermore, the plots of the droplet trajectories show that most dropiets 
remain close to the jet axis. 
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Figure 4.6: (a) Numerically obtaint:d vdocity, temperature, and water vapour concentration distribution of the 
two-phase turbulent steam jet in air. (b) Droplet trajectories and the axial velocity, temperature, and diameter of 
the dropiets along these trajectories . 1l1e variables are given in nondimensional units : the velocity in unit s of 
I Om/s, the temperan1re in degrees Kelvin , and the droplet diameter in mm. No te that the colour scale for the 
dropiets is different than that tor the ~:ontinuum phase . 
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Figure 4.7: Droplet size in the jet as a function of time (a) and path length (b) for all particles. The path lengthand 
droplet diameter are given in mm, time is given in units of I o-4 seconds. Th is implies that the values on the x axis 
are in the range ofO to 0.06 seconds (a) and 0 to 29 cm (b). The (final) droplet sizes are in the order of 10 11m. 

To quantify the effects observed in the continuurn phase distributions, centerline and radial 
profiles (at x=lücm) of the (axial) velocity, temperature, and water vapour concentration in 
the two-phase jet were compared to those for the one-phase jet (see figure 4.8). lt can be seen 
that the centerline temperature ofthe two-phase jet is significantly higher than that ofthe one
phase jet. In this plot also the experimentally determined centerline temperature of the jet 
from a 3.6mm nozzle with an initia! velocity of 35m/s is given. lt is clear that the two-phase 
numerical result is much closer to the experimental value than the one-phase model. 
However, the numerically determined radial temperature profile of the two-phase jet is 
narrower than in the one-phase model, while in the experiments a large increase in half-width 
was observed. This is probably due to the fact that the dropiets in the numerical model do not 
reach regions far away from the axis. Possible causes for this effect are the fact that the 
lifetime of the dropiets is limited, the use of a turbulence model to simulate the droplet 
trajectories, or the fact that the droplet nuclei are only injected at the nozzle. As a result, no 
dropiets are present in the off-axis regions and thus no latent heat is released there, resulting 
in a small half-width. This means that the two-phase numerical model is not realistic in the 
regions far away from the axis. However, the centerline temperature results obtained from the 
numerical model show good agreement with the experimental results, indicating that the 
numerical method is valid. 

The velocity distribution in the numerical simulation of the two-phase jet can be seen to be 
the same as in the numerical simulation of the one-phase jet. However, in the experiments a 
(slight) decreasein centerline velocity and a subsequent increase in half-width were found for 
the two-phase jet with respect to the one-phase jet. This discrepancy can be understood from 
the following. In the experiments the change in the velocity distribution was explained from 
density variations in the jet due to temperature and concentration variations. Since in the 
numerical model the continuurn phase is assumed to be incompressible, no density variations 
occur in the numerical model and therefore no change in the velocity distribution is observed. 

As for the concentration distribution, it can be seen that the centerline concentration in the 
two-phase numerical model is slightly lower than that in the one-phase model. The 
concentration half-width does notchange significantly. This small decrease in watervapour 
concentration can be understood from the fact that due to droplet growth water vapour 1s 
extracted from the continuurn phase. This results in a smaller concentration. 
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5 Conclusions 
In the experiments it was found that the temperature in a two-phase jet is significantly higher 
than that in a one-phase jet, due to the release of latent heat during droplet condensation. 
Since the increase in droplet size as a function of axial distance depends on the velocity, also 
the latent heat release and thus the magnitude of the temperature increase with respect to the 
one-phase jet depend on the initia) velocity. lt was found that two different effects have a 
significant influence on the magnitude of the temperature increase. Which of the two effects 
is dominant depends on the velocity in the jet: 

In the high-speed regime, dropiets will continue growing up to a relatively large 
distance from the nozzle. In this velocity region the magnitude of the temperature 
increase is determined by the growth rate of the droplets. Since slow dropiets grow 
faster with increasing x, this implies that in the high-speed regime the magnitude of 
the temperature increase (as a function ofscaled distance) decreases with increasing 
velocity; 

In the I ow-speed regime ho wever, a different effect is important: because of the low 
velocity, the dropiets will reach their maximum size at a relatively small distance 
from the nozzle. When this occurs, the dropiets will stop growing and start to 
evaporate, which results in a change in sign of latent heat release. Therefore, in this 
region the magnitude of the temperature increase (as a function ofscaled distance) 
will increase with increasing velocity, since fast dropiets keep on growing up to a 
larger distance from the nozzle, i.e. they reach their equilibrium size at a larger 
distance. 

To further confirm this model of the flow it would be useful to measure the droplet size as a 
function of axial distance for different nozzle diameters. In this way the distance at which the 
maximum droplet size is reached can be measured directly and for the large nozzles a 
decrease in droplet size due to evaporation may be observed at large axial distances. 
Furthermore, these measurements may clarify the nature of the secondary peak in the droplet 
size distribution. 

Besides the experiments, a numerical model has been developed for the turbulent steam jet. 
The one-phase jet simulations show that the self-similarity and the sealing properties of the 
numerical model are very good. However, due to the use of the K-E turbulence model the 
velocity half-width is systematicallyoverpredicted, which results in a (slight) underprediction 
of the centerline velocity and a (slight) overprediction of the temperature and concentratien 
half-widths. Nevertheless, the one-phase model is a good tooi to monitor trends in the flow 
characteristics of a one-phase jet with varying initial and boundary conditions. 

The numerical model for the one-phase turbulent jet was extended to a model for the two
phase turbulent jet by introducing dropiets in the numerical domain . With this model, that 
fully describes the turbulent condensing steam jet in air, promising results were obtained. The 
increase in centerline temperature due to droplet condensation was successfully predicted. 
Howeyer, since the dropiets do not reach off-axis regions, the model is not realistic at some 
distance from the jet axis. Therefore adjustments will be necessary to obtain a realistic model 
in the whole flow domain. 
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Appendix 
Fidap input file: 

TITLE geocf3 5 
FIPREP 
PROB (AXI-, INCO, STEA, TURB, NONL, NEWT, MOME, ENER, FIXE, TWOP, SPEC = 1.0) 
EXEC (NEWJ) 
SOLU (SEGR = 500, CGS = 0, CR= 0, NCGC = 0.1 OOOOOOOOOOOE-05, 

SCGC = 0.1 OOOOOOOOOOOE-05, PREC = 21, PPRO, SCHA= 0.1 OOOOOOOOOOOE-03) 
DATA(CONT) 
TWOP (LAGR, IMPL = 10.0, TOLE = 0.100000000000E-02, FIXE, NSTE = 2000000, 

TSTA = O.OOOOOOOOOOOOE+OO, TEND = 1000.0, DT = 0.300000000000E-03, 
PART= 0.1 OOOOOOOOOOOE-02, GENE, MDEV, TEMP, PHAS, MNEV, MSHE, TURB, 
GASC = 5.54) 

PRIN (NONE, BOUN) 
POST (ALL, PATH = 500, NOPA) 
ENT! (NAME= "fluid", FLUI, PROP= "mixture") 
ENTI (NAME= "axis", PLOT, RICO, REST= 1.0) 
ENTI (NAME= "wall", WALL, TRAP) 
ENTI (NAME= "inlet" , PLOT, ESCA) 
ENTI (NAME= "entrainment", PLOT, ESCA) 
ENTI (NAME= "outlet", PLOT, ESCA) 
DENS (SET= "water", CONS = 1000.0, SPEC = 1.0) 
DENS (SET= "mixture", CONS = 1.0, TYPI, SPEC = 1.0) 
VISC (SET= "mixture", CONS = 0.150000000000E-02, TWO-, CLIP= 500000000.0) 
SPEC (SET= "steam", CONS = 1.33) 
SPEC (SET= "water", CONS = 2.79) 
SPEC (SET= "mixture", CONS = 1.0) 
COND (SET= "mixture", CONS = 0.133000000000E-OI) 
DIFF (SET= "mixture", CONS = 0.256000000000E-02) 
LATE (SET= "water", CONS = 1510.0) 
BCNO (UX, ENTI = "inlet", CONS = 3.5) 
BCNO (UY, ENTI = "inlet", ZERO) 
BCNO (KINE, ENTI = "inlet", CONS = 0.700000000000E-01) 
BCNO (DISS, ENT!= "inlet", CONS = 0.220000000000E-OI) 
BCNO (UY, ENT!= "axis", ZERO) 
BCNO (VELO, ENT!= "wall" , ZERO) 
BCNO (TEMP, ENTI = "in let", CONS = 373.0) 
BCNO (TEMP, ENT!= "entrainment", CONS = 293.0) 
BCNO (SPEC = 1.0, ENTI = "entrainment", CONS = O.OOOOOOOOOOOOE+OO) 
BCNO (SPEC = 1.0, ENTI ="in let", CONS = 1.0) 
BCNO (UX, ENT!= "entrainment", ZERO) 
ICNO (UX, READ, ALL) 
ICNO (PRES, READ, ALL) 
ICNO (TEMP, READ, ALL) 
ICNO (KINE, READ, ALL) 
ICNO (DISS, READ, ALL) 
ICNO (SPEC = 1.0, READ, ALL) 
ICNO (UX, READ, ALL) 
ICNO (PRES, READ, ALL) 
ICNO (TEMP, READ, ALL) 
ICNO (KINE, READ, ALL) 
ICNO (DISS, READ, ALL) 
ICNO (SPEC = 1.0, READ, ALL) 
PART (SET= "droplets", COOR, PSIZ = O. IOOOOOOOOOOOE-03, GAUS = 5, 

STAN = O. IOOOOOOOOOOOE-04, EVAP, SPEC = 1.0, CONT, MFLU ="water", 
MSPH ="water", MVSP = "steam", MLAT ="water", VAPO = 0.41. 
BOIL = 273.0, MMVA = 18.0, MASS = 0.300000000000E-05) 

O.OOOOOOOOOOE+OO, 0.1 OOOOOOOOOE+OO, O.OOOOOOOOOOE+OO, O.OOOOOOOOOOE+OO, 
0.1700000000E+OI , O.OOOOOOOOOOE+OO, 0.7000000000E+Ol 

END 
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